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July 21, 1946

Desoription

The Scope Synchronizer will take positive pulses of any prf

frequency between 500 cycles and 30 ke. Tha output pulse may be de~
layed over a 10 yseo rengs, and aynchronized with one of the lupus
pulses desired, to produces a jiober output. Two imput taake
are provided, one ?or input prf's above 500 ko, and the other for
input: prr'a below 500 ko.

between 500 cyoleg and 6 megacyoles, and divide these to any output

When the input sync, selestor is in position 1, the signal
applied to input jack #1 is fed to che first muitivibrator, waich
divides thie frequency to about 100 ka. The frce rumniing perlod of

ocntrol. The output of this first mitivibrator is fed to a second
miltivibrator, whose free running period is coxtroiled by the "output
frequency" control. ;

may bs varied a small emount by the "first u.V."this multivibrator

When the Input gyno. selector is in position 2, the signal
and power supply voltage is removed from the firs multivibrator,
applied to input jaok #2 18 fed to the nesond directly,

Zhe output of the second multivibrator triggers a single
shot multivibrator. which puta out a gate, variable in length by che
"delay" contol from about 5-15 uses.

When the "output syne, 1s in position 0, amcoth
delay is obtained. When this awitoh is in position 1, the siznel
applied to input 1 is also fed to this delay oircult in auch a wanner
that the trailing odge of this gate is synchroneus with one of the
jnooning pulses, the delay thon being in steps equal to the time bee
tween pulses. Whon this switch is in pesition 2, the signal applied
to input 2 is used te sync. the delay.

The output cirowit is en RLC peaker, which puts out a posi~tive pulse at the end of the variabie length gate. This pulss is a
half sine wave of .5 psec duration, variable in anplitude fron 0 to
175 volts,
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Notes 1BE ra.

The pulee choulc be :at least 15 wolte dn ta 5

One convenient meted ef using the unis ia to feed tho ayoee

pulse" from a restorer puso generator inte input 2, end pus une

anput sync. selector" iu position 2, One mo clock pulses are fed
into input 1, and cho "output syno. selector" is put in position 1.
Then the anit divices the 100 ke shereL by some integor, which may be

varied ty changing the "outsut freq." ccntrel, and tho outputs pulea is
synohronous with e clock pulse, the delay being in steps of i micro~
second. The "sync. gain" control varies the amplitude of the vulse
fed to the multivibvratcr seleosed by the "input sync. but
dose not vary the emplitude of the cync. pulses fed to the cir-
cuit.
Circuit

Drawing 3-59822 shows the ojrouit of the Soope Synchronizer,
Both multivibratora ere similar execpt foe the time eonstant of the
crossover reworks. the first uultivibrator being the foster, With
the "input syuc. selector" on position 1, the irceming pulses are
applied to the satuode of the Mirst multivibrator through the "syne,
gain" potentiomete and a diode. Thase positive pulses are
amplified by the conducting tube, and appear as pceitive pulses on the
plate of this tube. The ampliiied pulses are coupled throug the oross-=
over capacitor to the opposite grid, go that the rising exponential of
the grid of the non-conducting tubs has pulses superimposed on it. As
thie grid nears cut-off, ore of these pulses causasa the multivibretor
te flip, whereupon the operation ie repeated with the other side. Thus
the multivibrator syochronived w th the applied pulses,

(no plete of the first mitivibrater is conneste' to each plate
of the second multivibrator through small capacitors which difforontiate
the waveform of tht plate of the first multivibrator, Ths alternately
positive and negat?ve pips which therefore appear on the plate of ths
off tube in the second nultivibrater are passed through tha orossover
capacitor to the grid of the on tube, wkioh amplifies then. These
amplified pips ars large enough to overide the oprositely shaced pips
coomlug direotly to this plate shroucil tho small capaoiter from the
plate of the first multivibretor, The amplified pipa are fed +hrough
the srossover capacitor to the grid of thse off tube, being superimposed
upon this rising exponential. Whon 'his grid nears outer', it is one
of these »ips which causes the wultivibrater te flip, synoororining it.
The operacion 1s thon rapeeted for the opoosite side of the
When the "input sync. selector" is : position 2, the secoad mx tivibrator
operates {n a mannor similar to the preceling ceseription of tho first
multivibrator, the syno. pulses being applied to tha cathode,

4 snall cepacitor 1g connected from ene plate of the second
miltivibrator to a voltage dividar, differentioting this waverorn, and
pucting tre result at a dec poteatiel of abcut 29 volte, oi "he
tive pip seused by this plave conducting is large enough to peas through
the orysal oonneosed to the on grid ef tha Single ahet or delay
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» and this pip flips this delay "delay"
control cetermixes the Learth of the gate generated at the plate of this
tube, The normally off plate conducts the delay interval, and

4s connected to the output syns. aelootor through 9. crystel diode and

capacitor. The pulses selected by she "output sync. selector" sare fed

to this plate, amd tc the exponentially rising grid of the off triode
through the crossover capsoitor. The end of the gate is therefore

synchronous with the pulses soleoted by the "output sync. selector"
switoh. After the deloy multivibrator hes returned to its originel
state, the orystal dicde connected to the normally off plate passes
no aynchronizing pulsea, since ite cathode is at 150 volts, while
its anode is at about 770 volts.

The output circuit ia an RLC peaker, operating on the positive
gate generated by the normally on plate of the deley multivibretor, This

gete is R-C coupled to a variable bias, varied by the output amplitude"
control, which determines how heavily the output tube conducts during
the gate interval. At hea end of the gate interval, the output triodes
are sharply out off, and the resulting inductive voltage swing in the

plate cirouit is the output pulse. Negative voltage swings in the plate
oircult ere olipped by crystal diodes. Due to the method of coupling
the gate to the peaker, variations in output frequency and deley effect

that may be varied from sero to 4175 volts.
2 paseo half sine wave,the output amplitude, The output pulse is a

stem (2.2. Cos
Re Bast

Approved
RLB/spr O or

+

Drawing 39822
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SUBJECT: NUMERICAL SOLUTION OF LINEAR INTEGRAL EQUATIONS

To: Mathematics Grous

Fron: Alan J: Perlis

Date: September 16, 1948

Introduction:

The purpose of this report is a survey of numerical methods
for solving integral equations. Only linear integral equations of real
variables will be considered. There are three important types of such
equations:

(a) The Fredholm equations of the second kind

S(x)= glx) +A K x, 5
pay (non-homogeneous)

= A (" K (x, 4) 514) deg
(homo geneous)

(b) The Volterra equation

Six)? 900) + K(x, 9) rly)dag
and

(c) The equation of the first kind

(x)= (x,9) § (4)

In each of the above equations the function f(x) is to be obtained from

and (b) possess unique solutions whereas (e) will, in general, have many

solutions except under certain restrictive constraints.
the given functions g(x) and K(x,y) ° Under quite general conditions (a),

Tis far, at least by comparison, say, with linear algebraic
equations and differential equations, little has been accomplished in
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abby regent bean aavloited.-

n gensral, 1% woud be nicest to attack esch eavation
mothod best suited to ite own structure. This puts a preaium en « :

Tne attitude taken here will be to develop quite general numerical nesh-
ods which can most easily be treated by a aomouter of the digital type.

B28

On the same level of importance as the design of.a solving meth-
od for an equation is an avpreciation of the status of errors in eoch
step of the problem. Besides the usual numerical round-off and truncation
errors, all methods of evolution introduce an important stability error
caused by the lapse of a transcendental problem into a discrete ons. In
general, the numerical methods show excellent atability (at least where
unique solutions to the problem exist) due chiefly to the smoothing prop-
erties of integration.
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Tha squation to ba :Pad is

S{x) = \ K LM, Uy gly)
with the functions f(x) and K(x,y) given and gly) to be determined.
Examples of this tyne of equation are:

Six) = (The Fourier traneform)

(The Laplace transform)and e g(a)
Often the solution g(y) will not be unique; for, to the solution of (1)
must be added solutions, if they exist, of

419,644 Corley >

In toth of the above mentioned exammes definite invereion formilae of
the tyve:

aly) : hx, 4) (L, a path in the x vlane)

yield anslytic expressions for e(y). In general, such inversion formlse
do not exist. The integral equation doea not always have solutions, since
for a given K(x,y) f(x) must nossese certain nroverties dependent upon the
kernel. If K(x,y) 18 a polynomial in x, then fx) met be a volynomial in
x. Likewise if K(a,y) = 0 for all y and if the equation ia satisfied for
all y, then f(a) =0. The function f(x) 48 not perfectly arbitrary, for
if K(x,y) 48 a polynomial in x, then f(x) must be a That is,
we mst restrict f(x) to a class of functions associated with K(x,y).
A theorem to this effdet will be discussed later. In certain special
Cases an equation cf the firet kind cnn: be reduced to one of the second
kind and here f(x) can be highly arbitrary.

As regards the uniqueness of the solution aly), where ely) is
constrained to be continuous, the following may be sald. If the kernel,
K(x,y), is "defin te", i.e.

for all continuous w(x) then the equation
6

has no continuous solution w(y) excep (y) =Q. In varticular, if two

gontinuous solutions & (y) and é,() of the equation
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a LAA nite (y) :
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:

K(x,t) KlyJa,
Since L(x,y) ia syrmetric its charactoric values aro reel. Furthermore,
if Pr (x) is a characteristic functionP= Ay c L(x, Glyjdy4)
From which 1% follows that An 70 since

= dy
b
U(x, bal

g)dag

da (dale) dp f° oly. (°K Cx,HAL, tatea ( j K(x,+d, (Edt)
hence An yO Indeed if the 10, (xf form a complete sot

eo thet , >O - Hence L(x,y) is definite and the integral equation:

Ulx)= Lx, y)glgdy
ulx) 2 (° $4) K(x, t) At

has a unique continuous solution. If the function gly) is restricted to
be continuous f(x) will usually be required to satisfy linear conditions
of the form:

(x) Kx, 4) dxz0
An analogy to linear algebraic equ-tions proves fruitful. The

equation ie analogous to the system:

erties of the system depend on the relation between m and n. Hence three

and
y)

9

ly

where

Key dy (xa , L, 3,° 4m)
and can be obtained from $he system in the limit as m,n 0. The prop

cases Can occur:
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eng then consistency will demand tist aatiafy:

:

? a : on : :

Xa x 5 =O
In the limit these relations may take several forms, an olvious one boing:

6 Fixddx 20
(2) m=n. A unique set of &,*

exists and is given by:

y 4ay Kx,4
m )-2

provided no relation Xz4

2 ay K y a

(all y)

is satisfied.

(3) men yields n infinite number of sets of solutions but

particular sets may be obtained by imnosing (n = m) linear conditions on

by°
Hence, in general, it is too much to expect that the solution

will be unique. An important question, particularly in numerical calcu-
lations, 4s the range in x over which f(x) is given. Decreasing the

range may well involve making g(y) zero over ae portion of the range to

maintain uniqueness. In the particular case of the moment problen of
'Stieltjes, f(x) is defined only over an enumerable set of values

3 xs} i=l
and the side conditions induce a unique ey).

In general, then, if the conditions are satisfied which will
make the solution unique we shall expect to obtein an expression of the

form:

Aly) 3(4)

where may be built up of linear combinations of the tyne

Saxe), Hly,x) 4x) dX
cr
dn

$y)

In two cases mentioned the inversion forma 48 of the highly

desirable forn:

H(yx) (n dx (L 80= path)
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OnLy rarely will game nn tp o

i: ia Hiv,x) must be mous or the Limite ve :

: } :: + :

im? 2 :

Ad

In these casea whera the equationa of condition are nat
fied 1t will then not de possible to obtain an exact repreeenteticr of
f(x) by an integral. But by analogy to the mothod of least aquarsc, tho
problem of solving the integral equation is essentially equivalen', te that
of minimizing an integral, i.e. a problem in the calculus of varintions.
The voint being to obtain the best possible approximation to f(x) in the
least squares sense by an integral of the given tyne. As in the lenat
squares proceedure we may introduce a positive weight function a(x) which

weights f(x) according to some lew. Then if

7 LE

KU,Dag

or ds)= i Lbs.y) gly
g(x) K(x,8) Fladdy

= 4 (x) K(x, s)A% K(x y

15.49) ). K(n,5) KCx, 9) ZORA

If we assume that k(x,y) 1s "perfect", i.e.

K(x, 4) =O

where

atx) K(x, 5)

implies, 1f u(y) is contimous, that u(y) = 0. 'The L(s,y) is definite,
and symmetric. Hence the solution is unique, but may not possess a con-

tinuous solution g(y). This can be answered by ascertaining the existence
or non-existence of a continuous function g(y) which minimizes

W = $00 - c"
over a set of values in x. This minimum may not always exist tut W may

de made as small as desired,and tims an 'aoproximate representation for
f(x) te obtained.

A rewarding way of examining the integral equation of the first
kind is as an operator equation:

$(x)= K als).
end then the problen is to find L euch that

a(s)= Le $(s)
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betores 12 ead, in a' vat3 doo : «:

Joa asre ie under thet govern sond.tiene ema sVutlan 9

new securate will it ba; and is there a quite general,
algorithm which will yield a reasonably accurate resuls. A gamer Thao]

rem by Reteman proves useful.

The aquation ia:

("Kl 9) glade,
Kither K(x,y) 1s symmetric or it is symmetrized by the overation:

wisd= SFO K(s x) de = [Kibo lglgMy

uls)= , K(s x) Klay) dg L(3, 99 (dy
Henceforth K(x,y) will be aseumed to be symmetric. The theorem then is:

(1) Te K(x,y) has a complete set of characteristic functions,

6.(x), satisfying
daly dy

and

(44) (x) can be expanded in an absolutely and uniformly con=

vargent "Fourier" series

F(x)= 2 Cah,&)
then there exists a g(y) auch that

"that

may be lese than any arbitraryG > 0. The proof of the theorem provides

the algorithm for the solution.

Proof: tunes Une
Ly $(x)=Lie SX) jDefine: E W :

H(z,x)=
lnand
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K (a0) j x

x,y) |
< K

They imoly

and so each series becomes less than the exnonential series.

N n
$ K

Pick an M and write:
=Z Fly, 2)dz.

K(x, dug

25 dz E( K(x,yoy

2 '. K(x,y) Fly, 2 F(x)
Integration term by term yields nel wnt :

:

= - a 07, x)

K Cx, 9) qtgidy = - dz H(z,x)dz
= $x) - H (x)

Therefore:

An expression for large M, of. A(x,™), is to be found.

Use: Six) = 7

1 An
Cn which converges.

Aleo:

Le ftx) (ae
4Ws
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80; * foe)

{-1 F(x) a
N=0 n

7\ 2

since Ane, > dase (by formal ordering of the eigenfunctions)

+

n>]

80 now

and
by (x) [x Ge?

Therefore
| Hx,M)

|
< €.

fxd < €

for m large enough,Now:

5

Hence:

Nz1n! An
where

5 | <
So rearranglng:

H(x,z) -

2

Finally:
x ) - Cn by, (x) n27.

b, (x) <
N= p

> Cn by (x <

for M tere enough.

Hence (x, aly)
and so the solution is

gly) 2 ("Fly, z)dz
If, in addition, e(y) 18 constrained to remain finite over the entire
range of integration, more can be sald. It has been show that

[ Ktx,9) glyldy
- <e

but not that
(4) =lin. Gel) > gly)
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f na Conver, or. 2 y t then 1
3 ::y) dafined #4y

K(x,4) 4
( 4

where 43 defined by the series on page 7 7).

As example cf this method of solution, consider the equation:

such that
4

q(t) en st dt-2

The solution is known tc be

Fit,x= coast ds§ X
Y 3

(ows ts, ds, {em
ds 30605, ds,

The function F(t,x) is formed: co

5,

C

+ y

(-1)= e n! 2"

4(*)= 2
a
e me)olx

n O ni gg

Z

d (ee
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the otnditiens for tha amistence of 9 doa cx the eqta lon
ox the first kind may be rather neatly steted in terns of orthogenal.

Th: creatment will be 3 «0 squau' one at.
satisfying the following conditions:

(4) The variable y is real on (o,b); the variable x is veal
on the same finite interval of definition (a,b).

(41) The functions f(x), k(x,y) are real.

(114) The kernel k(x,y) 1s bounded and integrable squared (17)
in x and y; the function f(x) is integrable squared (L°) in (a,b). Hence
e(y) is Le in (a,b).

It will be convenient to ay that if

Then f(y) = gy).

normal. The set is said to be commlete if no function u(x) in L* exists

If the set fO,(s)} is complete the equality holds. In addition, for a

complete set, the relation

3 : : Ou ? : : t 3 :

gf)dy

A set of real functions x are ortho-normal Le on (a,d)
if they satisfy

BH) P(X) dx = 3n

If the set 1s orthogonal and on (a,d) it may be mate ortho-

for which b
G(X) WOK) dx (all nd.

If the set' 34004 8 not complete, it ay be completed by adjoining to it1

a set (13) which is called the conmlementary set to o5,00)
Besse inequality is:

2 a
a

t
$(x) dx

Yisbx) de) 2 In
o

ao

9 2
ws |
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Se If nce ste She 4f and is

4 lx) d, {K)AK : mel, %

implies
b Flx) glx) de=o

for all g(x) on L2(a,b). Tht can be put another way. In order that
f(x) be orthogonal to all g(x) which satisfy the above, it ia sufficient
that r(x) be orthogonal to the set

$ complementary to j b,Gx) °

The fundamental Riess-Mecher theorem states: if }
€ exists

such that then there exists and f(x) in L@(a,b)
that f $ (x) G(x) AX h ly 2.

bn Gal) de 20 mtn)
j Pe) < o

and if the set J énla>} is complete, f(x) is unique except possibly for a
set of measure zero.

where

One point which may now be made clear is that there functions
for which the equation (1) has no solution. For if f(x) L® on some (a,b),
then for some orthogonal set on (a,b);

(x) @, (x) dy = (Aaly) glyddy
mere

cre J An (yddy J," 31) 4

An(y) dy

(x) ol x
Then

eo that Ca de bounded is a necessary condition if f(x) is to be a

solution of (1); however it is not sufficient. But:

Let

On"

\ 4 Kx, yay dx +

» N v

as)
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Hae
«t is poscible to reduce the golution of the siven eguatdua to
the following problem: Being given a dommmercble set of ona

:

a
end a aet of functions 3 to gly whichnd y

*

Cy Aba} aly Ms

The following may be said at once: the A fy) forn av ertho-
set on (a,b) the neceusery and suffieleat conéition for & solution.oly

xP

is that 2
2 Cx
"zl

then the solution is the limit, in tha mean, of
N

2 CnAnly).
n :

Neturally, irs (y) be not closed there nust be added, to the sbore,

b

Aala) aly dey oO

If the} An(y) i are not ortho-normal, they may be mado livoarly

solutions of:

independent by suppressing those wich obey relations of the form.
nol

This creates similar equations among the c's:

The remaining equations are ortho-normalized. Henco one geta series of

the forn

f
ts{A {4 ) -

(

A=

b= (a, G, Cy)+
Wet
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which mney converge the soluticn de the Lindt 4a tha mean of

len is solved, whore the CG are the Fourier coefficients of e(s), sho
equation is solved.

The solutions previously given demand knowledge of tha charac-
teristic values and functions of the kernel or of the symmetrized defi-
nite kernel conetructed from it.

It will now be show that solving the integral equation : equi-
valent to that of maximizing a functional equation whose maximum value,if attained, 1s the solution. The conditions that the maximum be attain-
ed, then, are the conditions previously obtained which insure the solutions.

The functional H(g) is defined as

(" a LCx, y) 4(x) 4 (y)dxdy,
where L(x,y) 18 the previously defined symmetrized kernel:

L(x,y)= (hla,4) KC dt ;
f(x) 18 defined by:

F(x) 2 Kx, 4) 9lyddy.
and e(x) is any L°(a,b) function. The denominator of bounded
away from zero if L(x,y) is "closed" or if f(x) is orthogonal to each
member of the complimentaryset of eigen functions of L(x,y). This will
be assumed. Define now the"Fourier coef"icients:

$(x) @tadx

2.

where the f $, (x)} are the characteristic functions of L(x,y). Then Ale}
can be written as:

H [4] > nel

by 6 ( 4 )
whore {B 'y)} are the derived orthc=normal set. Conversely if ths

Kz

n

dx)

b

C

bw
9. a(x) $, x

n fn

5 Sa
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Now as N -Voo 4f7? al and converge then22

n=]
hence the series

azt NP {
22 (4, by

- @b,)
converges. The sudetitution ay i yields, the inequality=Ac

2 A,

Now let N ; the right side e H(z) and if the series con-Ast

verges H(g) 1s bounded. Furthermore converges so that
5 A

the identity can be written:

H(9) A,
ts

4
2

Now put g, = Hence for the function e(x) possessing these Fourieri 4°
2

coefficients attains the maximum. Hence if the series 5
a. ai

converges and converges then there exists a 2(x) whose

furthermore, this 2(x satisfies the integral equation (1).
and which maximizes the functional H(g);Fourier coefficients are

& = A,°c for 1 < W andc,For numerical work, one would define

=O for i> WN. The N being selected as large as necessary for a good
mation. The method used for the variational proceedure would de,

perhava the Trefftz variation of the Rayleigh Rits method. But here again
a knowledge of the characteristic values of L(x,y) are necessary.
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4, The Method of Steepast Descents

The equntion to be aclved Tes

atSix)

We fore L (x,y):

C SQ) K(X, 4) dx =

L(y,)- KOx,9) K(x,#) dx

L(y, +) (tide = ~ Vly)uty)

So we wish to find a g (t) such that

(4,)4(t) dt +

end the solution of this problem is the same as of (1).

The method of eteepest descents can be used as an iterative method

providing certain conditions are satisfied. It will be assumed that L(x,y)
is such that, for all v(y) under consideration,:

M>o
(1) Liy,t)

(11) i L(y, +) rite {dy <M 5M

(Y) can be written as:

("dx (C/K Guwutyldy)" ym (vt) dt
Now if the characteristic functions of L (y,t) form a closed set, an m can

be found such that (X) holds true for all v(y) which are L"(a,b). If the

characteristic functions of L (y,t) do not form a closed set, a set
is adjoined to yield the complete set)Bly? Lous + 1o'p}
Then for there to exist an m, must all v(y) be orthogonal to the complementary

set
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h b

f L(y 4

4
So (II) follows if the kernel L (y,t) is (a,b). As in the case
braic squations the functional W(g) defined by

a Bigs =

Wl) =

4s considered. Squaring

+ Vy ) oly)

yields the inequal tty:

4 4)d L(yt) + 4 ( 4 ) { xO4

Schwartz's inequality applied to the second integral and condition (1) appli-
ed to the first give:

dm ( ZO

Hence:

and W(g) has finite lower bound independant of e(y).

Now, to improve and approximation, al" (y), we consider the functional:

w ( qi" + wly))
where Y, a real number, and wy), a function, are to de determined.
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:

ly
t{ ) +
:

Collecting terms in powers of Y:
= Wg") + 4, t) 9

iv)(t)dt

+ yur" t)dt ;5

or, using an obviously convenient notation:

= wg") + Y W, ( aw 2

Then, completing the square in Y;

( ya (vw) )

(y)

')+ W,(w
( (v) 2

2

4

The largest decrease in W(g) occurs when

Ww (ur!v) )
obtained in linear algebraic systams whoreIn agreement with ths res of a functional Wthe correction vector ng the

and turns out to be the residue, the function (y) ie taken as:

(Lye) g"(tidt tty)(v)

Hence, the next approximation is:

gaye 4
( (4) + Yury)

(Ww Mg)(4) du

Lat) yurv](tldydt
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Faucaeiness the decrense dn tha Punceoua tas

ively_(fody )W lg

a wr) y dy L(yt)
monotonic decreasing and it has a finite lowerHence the sequence: W'

bound. Therefore the sequence converges to a unique limit. It follows that

lim. ( wig') -wig) =O
yo0

1

and the denominator satisfies (II) so that the equation ylelds the result

lia. )dy =O
The sequence to the null function

Hence: " (y d
t) [g ee) 9Wey] dt =0

But, by (1) and by the Evhwartz inequality:

((°4" )- ental i" * Lyt)( (9"(t)- a
yt
Mel)dy].

a" (y) 4

(vtp)(y)]

Therefore the sequence, ai")y) , converges to a limit function g(y).

Hence:
+) (4 (4)
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Then the "triangle® inequality gives:

>

( t

a
(vi,

b

w

+
a.

t 7

and, in the limit, as v--20, it 1s seen that the limit function g(t)
satisfies the given equation. for

(v)(t) |4it) gltiat + vip| lw ( y ) IX
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The method of beck substitution oan be spoided te the : or

equations of the x kind:
:

:

$(x) = Lix,y) gfwidy
where L (x,y) satisfies the condition of the previous soction. An itera=
tion algorithn,

gy) 4
L(y, x) 4 (x)dx

can be easily obtained, for

Hence:

(v)

(x),
4
( ) +

q (y) 4

gly) - al"l(4)
= ~ Ply,x) ax

where the integrnl operator Ply,x)f (x) dx is the perator(if it existe)
that has the p:operty

P(4,x) dx ( Lx,4) plyddy ) = P(g)

for a ply) in L°(a,b). In general, such an operator does not exist; and

in every case of interest 1s not known: for this is equivalent to having
blem. Then replace the overator by a real scalar operator,s0lved t

and 8

(4) q
This equation is analogous to that obtained in the method of

steepest descent; however, in this case J, being a real constant, does

not vary from one iteration to the next. Thies reduces the rate of con
vergence but lessens considerably the number of calculations involved.
Furthermore, with the kernel satisfying conditions I and II a Scan
always be chesen such that the iteration method converges, i.e.

lin. ( vet) (y)- (vy)
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for almost all v cade (eoyt). Oo this seloet

a"'(y)s - v 5(4).
Then, using an obvious operator formalien,

gyre (EFEL)Fly)- YFy?

so that

gee 4
(v (E byl)" $(4).

Then it 1s neceesary and sufficient for convergence of the iteration
process that

vin (E L)""' = C0]yA an

where[, O lis the mii operator.

b=; 5., L(x, 4) p.l4)d q
Hence 14m.(B + YL)" é,(y) = lin. (1 += )" 6, (y)VIo

O< Yi, <\.
Furthermore from the nature of i(x,y) 1t follows that, since all , are
positive, Y must be negative. Let the).be ao ordered that

4 d. a dare

Then, convergence is ineured if <- », >» The conditions on (x,y)
insure that }, 20>

An obvious estimate for a min. = , is obtained by considering
the defining equation ;

$ x ) (VECO 1)bldg

Hence:

( $(y) - Ce tye)'q""(4) = Sly)... VEY),

(v) O,k 52,000 are L
(a,d), it te sufficient to consider a function (y) satisfying

Since all of the functions g (y),
4

Since both and & are real it is necessary and sufficient that 4 satisfy:
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By Schwartz! inequality: bb

aa
b

or, using an accepted notation:

WLtx,yu.
Hence a possible y is 1afllx,yl.
Furthermore, even if L(x,y) is nt "closed" but is "definite", the above
estimate will insure convergence.



6. Solution by Quadrature:

A retyor orious ch . to Boro why
we

give an sporoximation to the function aty). Tnls may te done 4 :

too :

2 pe +

:

ways.

by a suitable quadrature formulated. As an example, use may be
Firstly, the integral may te approximated over somo get: values

made of the Gauss quadrature formula. 'The range (a,b) is transformed to
(«1, 1) and the integral is apnroximated by:

$ K(x,4) KCx, ) gly.)
where the values are real const which depend on ths number ofte
points chosen. 'The set of values are the n solutions of P_(y) =0,
where P (y) is the n Legendre polynomial. These zeroes are real, digoth

large values of n. By this double choice of weight factors and ordinates
the integral, evaluated by n pointe, is exact if the functions integrated
are polynomials of degree 2n- lor less. For small n this is a decided

tinct, lie in the ange (-1,1). They have been tabulated for fairly

jal » The given func-
tion f(x) is then evaluated at the set of points t
improvement over the Lagrangian interpolation polyno

with each x,=y
and the system of equations:

4

See Pas" woubu ya) ya) J (

cae

is solved for e(y,) (4 = 1,2,+..,n) the answer being obtained as a set

of values { a(y,) 3 The integral equation may be used to afford

ie little point in debating over uniqueness of solution. Obviously this
method may well give a solution to the algebraic porblem where there is
none to the integral equation. However, if no relation of the form

gome idea of the error. Once the av"roximations are introduced, there

2, K(x; , 4.) 0 (all Kj)

is satisfied, this method should give a reasonable apnroximation com-

mensurate with the number of pointe used. In actuality if the ranges
in x and y are different, a set of linear equations with a singular
matrix will be obtained providing the intervals in x and y are
different.
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Tn add : te the method : tienes Buy
for alnuiteanecua squations my be used $0

Howaver She inrmortent faster of solution kepe
fanind. The raduction to a system of algebraic aquations dereL > ons
avproxin: .te quadrature and the remaining calculations are elgebreic. An
iterative scheme like the steepest descent or back-subdstitusion mathods
involves repeated integrntions each of which is approximate but essential-
ly no solution of a set of linear oquations.

: : :
: :

aye.

THT ay :

It is a matter of extreme complexity to make a precisa "error"
analysis when an integral equation is solved by numerical methods; however,
the need for such an analysis is pressing. Of course once a solution is
obtained the error is immediately calculable from the equaticn itself.
An a priori estimation of error, i.e. of the needed fineness of the in=
tegration scheme, or of the degree of avproximating polynomiels, however,
is usually a problem of the spme order of magnitude as the eolution of
the given equation. Since iteration methods tend to forestall the un-
Limited accrueing of round-off and truncation errors which occur in each
calculation, it appears that an iterative method would show more stability.

The functions can be maintained as tables of functional values
for given ordinates or as tables of coefficients of intervolation noly=
nomials, in which case presumably the quadratures can be performed exactly
except for round-off error. Certainly, the case of the kernel, a function
two variables, if 100 points were required, 10 values need be stored,
whereas an interpolntion polynomial of 9° degree would require as much

stor-ge for its co-efficients.



frie mathod will bo Limiteé to those vorticalar cases : is

each of these can be transformod into klx-y). So wa wish to
3 $1or BY ey simrle :VOILE

§(x) = K(x-y}
Tormaliy we can obtair. a solution in tha following way.
Formally:

F(u)

K(x-4)LUX

Klx-yse" **alxfax J
aul tryin

let x = t+ y and obtain

K(4)€
yu

Therefore: 1 {

Puyo far Gla) K(u)
where G(u) and K(a) sro the Fourier transforms respectively, of e(y) and

«(+).
Finally we obtain:

Flu)
(lw) = tar K(u)

and our denired result is

du
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m: If: (4) S(x) Lo{- }

(43)

Then if and only if
Flu)(444) Kiu)

)

is 44) ).
We are specifically interested in a numerical solution when

the given function f(x) has certain properties:

(4) it 19 defined, either through leck of commlete information
or formnvenience, at but a finite number of points.

(41) These points, except perheps for an assumed constant value
at , are distributed over a finite portion of the real axis.

(444) It will usually be the cage that the values tabulated

more likely t(x,) + € (x), where € (x) 48 an error function. That is,
will not be t(x,) but t(x,) +€é (x,) or evenover the set cf points 4

the simplest case is where the error at any voint ia functionally
defined by

E(x;)= &)
Usually, through having interpolated by one means of another to obtain

f(x,), the error at any voint x will depend on all nointe, i.e.

Naturally we are going to assume that a unique solution to the

equation exists. And, due to the incompleteness with which f(x) is
given, we must exvect to get at best an approximation to ely).

The Numerical Solution

(a) Flu) =

thir Flu) = Sx) e dx t T (%0,4)Ko

Ko
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KC
1.8, \ F(t) BRL tht hes

Ko
the solution ie @iffieult to estimate. Hance wo have here a firs 3

It is necesenry that a finite exist such that I(x.)
will be sufficiently smell. Since Flu) exists this would apoear 4: >

but if f(x) is a tabulated function or an experinentsily measured
tity, knowledge out to Xo» at least, is required. It is possible then

then that the range of definition of f(x) may be so limited that I(x.)
will be of such a size as to a render a good solution imossibla. This
difficulty will be disenssed later. For the moment we rill assume T(x
to be sufficiently gmell.

The evaluation of the transforms requires that there be avail-
able tables of sines and cosines or thet they may be conveniently manu-

factured in the machine during the procasc of solution. We assume sota
of trigonometric functions will be aveilabdle.

Further, on the x scale, we assume, since this will usually be
most convenient, the values of f(x) to be spaced equidistantly; then let

chai 0,2, h

and let haay Then h= h,, sy x . Ye have:

h max

E(u) = [ $x) ]
Ko

dh + T (haan,w)
Mex

We can always make dh = 1. Using, in effect the Buler-MacLaurin summation

formula
Tet

h em Flu) Xo hur

max

Similarly, for the kernel,
hmay

XP h

hanaK
Lk(x) e
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max'
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a

Bmax Wato rerrorent values of corresoonding

that rorThat means guns over 0 man

6
Next wo forn:

ut K(u)
r iu) yu

Uma x Flu) 4
ma

The Buler-MacLaurin integration scheme gives:
mon

Umax Flu)
M way, K{u)

Am

and ageinlet m=l. The variable renges are as followa:

(1) x: 0 to x,
(44) h: 09 to H(s h Sh=1
(4it) wi 0 to W(= (aay 0-250 of a cycle)max

hence from H values of the integrand, we get

WAw
(iv) uw 0 to

values of F(u).
aT it

of the values of we may use all, or an equidietant
Aw' Klu) AW

subset in eveluating ely).
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integer,1

(vi) 2: maxto 2(

hence from M values of [ Flu) we optain

A velues of ely)

for which:

(vit) y: 0 to Xo

Having obtained ely), the probdem is essentially solved.

More may be said about the actuel evaluation of the tranaforns.
We cau always choose our zero on the x axis so as to maintain the follow-
ing ayonetry:

F( - Crux ta [ f(- x) Smux dx
0

and likewise for K(u). Roth Flu) and K(u) are evaluated over the same

seta of voints. And

L ( F. +
Fn $

(u) rir (u)

Qlu=
Ke- l Ks)

Koo lu) + L KX;
in

Since we integrate over (- m , ) all odd terms vanish. Hence we must

furnish:

(1) x2(u) + K2ta)

(41) FE
(141)=F K

ana

ely) over the range 0 to y will be the (cosine + sine) transform of

G(u), while being the (costa - sine) treneform of G(u) over "Ynax to 0°
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Toot, 13 incowsletely devined an, mentioned before, never, :2
cops poselbly for a conetant value, te givon over the ontire O, O°.

(ii) In addition, aach value, f(x ) will be consaninetsd by
crrore. These will be, at least, trencation errors.

(441) The infinite integrals must always, unless 'ney ean
be evalunted exactly dy nome analytic precedure, be cus O ct sore finite
value. This is equivalent, as mentionad before, to the folding of the
preciae transform sgainst the stop function SiN UX, i x Ghe

Xo
cut-off value. This neans that the frequency spectrum ef f(s) is warped
by thie factor, What is rere immortant, though, the warping cannot be
removed form ely) by any unfolding.

two cut-of* integrals to evaluate:

(a) " fay) €
Via *dx

$09) d x

ASX 3 these errors 0; and the high frequency comzonents of
F(u)
ly for the cut-off error in the evaluetion of K(u)

The integration schame

The evaluation of F(u) and G(u) is to be dene numerically and
in those cases where it cennot easily be eveluated analytically K(u) will
be also go treated.

Since we are evaluating special tyves of integrals, i.e. Fourier
transforms, 1 is best that we use an integretion scheme which allows us
to make most use of the duplicative pronerties of sines and cosines.

errors.

: : :
By yn oe

4 + a F

é : re : : :(a ail >
4,

:

However, we can make some ess about f(x) for large X
and develop an error formule for the cut-off. We obsorve that we have

LUX

C
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here
tS (4)= Sum

72

ya1
Wa are to evaluate an integral of the form:

Xo
Ax =Lux ("s(n e dh

viTthw

where x,» Amor
The sum formula ylelde:

{ $(hle dh
Ure hw Ute Hur]2O

+
clh

An analysis of the error term is desireble for it develops certain facts
about the relation of the h and w intervals. Neturally as the number of

ship hetween the error and the interval length resides, of course in
§(n), We will assume that \r(n)l < M, Ma finite constant, over(0,H).
intervala the function S(h) O. The functional relation

This is not We consider the error for

Blows
a ( 5 Lal adh

(n- A ~ Cw Mdn= 0

eo

o

O

Jie the lenst integer in (0,1), (1,2),-+-ete)
For W TA> TH = integer

M uremh
e cmurnh dh= Mr

n
N

:
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the peax nbovt : 48 9- : :Linit to lia cortcinly : we

range 0 &W 2 C <1, to minimize the error. Thig of cours? Is 2 aon
sequence of the fact that we ere fortunate to be dealing with periodic
functions, eihw, sed uron, as we have assumed, a function ~

containing practically no frequencies above some finite gqu-off point.
This concludes the analytic disevssion of the errora exclusive these
occurring from roundoff, truncation, or in the function f(x) itself.
These latter can probebly be treated statistically and this may actually
be done later.

Convergence Factors

Before going on to the more numerical treatment we must men=

tion some important considerations concerning convergence. We agaums
that F(u) and K(u) exist and are finite. 'fence F(u) must have a higher
order zero at infinity than K(u) to insure convergence of

Flu) eKu)
Bat it is precisely those features which we lack in any an-roxinate
solution which make this extremely difficult to achieve. Every error
that eccurs in the procedure has the effect of adding into F(u),
fourier comvonents which extend the range in u on which F(u) maintains
aporeciable value. It is only through a secrifice in resolution" of
e(y) that we will be able to obtain a convergent mmerical solution.
Nevertheless, admitting the necessity, and even justice, of such a Te-
solution deplstion we can obtain solutions which are quite good. The

extent of this smudging out" of ely) will depend, then, on the nature
of ely), the extent of definition of f(x), and, of course, the accuracy
we maintain in the numerical computations. A detailed evample will be

shown later where the function e(y) is a sum of §- functions. Even

though its trensform does not converge we are able to obtain a partial=
ly resolved solution; indeed in this worst vossible case we do obtein a

resolution as fine as desirable by merely extracting an increasing num=

per of values of f(x) and refining our integration scheme, accordingly.
Hence to obtain a ely), we must ueually expect to be forced to introduce

a convergence factor. A convenient one, since up to consgent amplitude

and half-width factore it traneforme into iteelf, is . Another is

a)? oF

2

Lax)"
and still a third is K a2 "AK

SUM
As in the formation of
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We ingrohica the faster Blo} anc. se%:

Cetus 7LY

In short, our solution is "folded against" the transform of ttn), Tha
steno function yields a (y) which has oscilintions of deevessing ame-
Litudes and otscurss much of the result. The function au transforas

o $) 5) a

into @ » UP $o an anplitude factor. This means that the

ereater the value is u at which remeing wali behaved, the narrover
will ba the spread by which each point will be weighted in the g* (x).
This is almost poatic in ite justics.. For in just this way doe the
incomplete definition of f(x) affect the result.

A specific example

Consider the Laplace integra). equation

§ )= \ gla dy
The transformation

> Fre
yields

(x - 4)
gle dy

or Cx-4)x (x) (ydu4
We form:

Flu) e Fwd *

LA oyK (u) «



S(x) é xX

Then for convergence, it is both necesspry and sufficient that, for (a),
that for (b), for large x, f(x) de O(o2*); n< -1. For both these cases
an error formula can be simply obtained by a single integration by parts.

for lerge x, f(=x), be O(e™), n <1 or f(x) be O(e""X), n<1l.; and

They are:

(a) I o(e

\a- J

xX
Ax

n-
and (b) ylelds similarly: (nt!)Xo

Xe

xe

A more specific result holds for the cut-off in forming K(u).
We observe that these two formulas yield an exact expression for the
error in the two cuteoff's. They are:

e At - t Tita)et t ( 1

Ineand a Xo -e* t ctu
e e dt

here [ (x) referes to the in-
complete garma function of x with integration limit j.
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exictence of uninmped Fourier texas in T(u) jrplies that for sons
value of uw, the quotient will begin to grow without bound. Wea solest
an will be essentinily cere for aisuch that

Kiu)
u beyond thie critical value. Hencs we have:

I deLu
Ly 2

- " 4 e

and we ses at once the way in which a small "a" (4.0. a large critical
"u") yields u good @(y). Here then is the crux of the resolution
problem. It is all bound uv in the constant "a". The size of "a" will
then depend uvon just how well we can damp out the "noiee' in the svalu-
ation of F(u). That it can be made to be as near zero as we wish is a

consequence of the uniqueness of the solution.
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fhe functions w(x), f(x), and E(x,t) ure asses So be
functions of the real. variables x.y. As in the preceeding sect
K(x,t) is not symmetrical it may ba mate to yLeld a symmetric
The above equation may be written in symbolic form:

wlx)= glx) + AT

pu
s

: :

or

where S is the identity operator and T ts the integral operator.
viously the equation is solved if (5 - AT) 1 can be obtained. In general,
5% will be shown that such an inverse exists, subject to certain condi
tions, es an infinite series in powers of T(i.@. as sums of iteratsd in-
tegrals).

Ce)
3 Lx }

Left mltiplicetion of toth sides of (*) by (2 -AT)* (the trans-
pose) yeilds

(E- AL) atx) #)

where L 18 a symmetric integral operator and hence has only real eigen=
values, The equation to de considered then is either (#) or (+), For
theee equations the following existence theorem is fundamental:

If the known functions g(x) end K(x,t) are integr-ble squared
over (a,b), then is w(x) integrable saurred over (a,b). Furthermore
4fAis such that the homogeneous equation

tx) =A Tor)
hae only the solution $(x) = 0, then there exists a nnique solution
w(x). If, however, the homogeneous equatic.. has m independant solutions
then there existe a w(x) if and only if g(x) is orthogonal to each of the

(x)= AT'&)
m solutiona of

The solution w(x) is not unique for there can be adjoined to it any linear
combination of the m solutions of the homogeneous sauation.

2. he eo iter Procedur

We form, from: L

ulx)s $x) \. LUx,eyult)dt
the iteration procedure:

T A
f ti?

la(Mery) : Fle) 4
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les (=)]4, then n

= 0a ry and sufficient condition for convergence is thet lim. Il

thet:
dim. | LET j

e sufficient condition is, of course,

LALUTH <I
Ors

i |

We define the morm of T by the following equations:

Wud = ( 9 1 Loe.git'dxdy)"
and

LCx, 4) ulyddy Tuly)
We define:

{nequality is true. It follows that
4.0, the least number for which the

| Tull?
from the Schwartz inecuality, Hence;:

'

fed
Furthermore

Tuo < wool.

Hence, if
Syne i+? T

fiz 4

we have

e tTUS
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Rhee soluton ebtaines is unlqur. : : : :
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adjolned ta the iteration to provide wa }3
a

& |

t :

I L(x,y) - % Ao Bap <!
such IBGE

or

L{x,y) = zA.) Bly) +MG,y)
where Nis chosen so that |] M(x,y)J<o1. Hence M(x,y) has an inverse, J,
consisting of convergent infinite series of integral operators. Then;

ulxd= J $(x) + EF (JA, )

(Btw (x) ) TSW) TA;&)) (8,64),WO);
or, using an obvious notation:

yN

The solution this set of linear equatione for (B,(x), Q(x) ) when sub-
atituted in the equation for u(x) yields the destred solution u(x).
This method, in essence, can be regarded as a double iteration scheme,
if the algebraic equations are so solved.



, The Method of Steenest Descan;

Th AS

Koy y)Ts
in operator form is

(-2T) P(x)
=
9 (x)

and T will be esauned to be a positive operator. Then, it follove that
the inequalities

M HOO "dx

are satisfied, the first from the positive nature of the operator, the
second from the bounded nature of the operator and Schwartz's inequality.

Ax F(x)dx= )

The functional w(f) is defined by

) Ye 5 + (. F (x)9 (x
Squaring the expression

s*(x) Soo iKCx,4) flyldy pdx + fy" 08
ylelds the inequality

2 (Si § v(x) -\ &&) KCx, FL duel WC) dx ZO

from which follows

am( §'xddx) WP) + de c°atin)de 20,
Therefore w(t) has a finite lower bound, independant of f(x), given by

wit) % - i" Lon dax

4e obtained by considering
(x)ur (x) is an approximation, then an improvement,

(x) + GARiv?(x)
w( gon ) - w (

here A, a real number, anar(v) (x) are to be determined, Then

Lee G(x) = (vi(x) K (xwt (yjdu iy

Gey)ny dade
a(x) r dx + 4+A Csi) ~ n'tx)
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w(f) decreases most rapidly when

X= -'b a
as before, the function 4s taken as the residue, 1.2.

K(x,4) F'Cy)dy 9(X),(x)« y/(x)
The next approximation is

COG) " (x) ran (x)
being

monotonic decreasing, has a finite lower bound and so converges to a
unique limit, from which it follows that
and this is the iteration algorithm. The sequence, 2 w(f {K}(v)

-w(t)
yun

which by a previous inequality implies

dim

from which it follows that } (v)(x)} converges to the solution f(x),
almost everywhere,
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gly)fa

( 4)
rala led

+ K(x, K(x, 4)

or
$ly) = uly) + LCx,4) (x}d x.

The iteration scheme is:
ftw) A gly)

a nig)

and is to be chosen so that lim. \ r (y) |=0

and
vri)

nr' (ye flv (4) A
where (x)ex

(v)

Then;
Cx) ds -ney) = f' q)

= + ANN) ~ A L(x 4) fo xox,
4

Lexy) R
and

(ott)(ge ANU) +
or, in operator notation:

nemryy = CE + ACE Ear) (4).
Since the operators are Pounded and commute this becomes:

(y)= i E+ 1" ay)
and must now be chosen so that lim r (y) = 0, Since the functions(v+1)

v Por
considered are (a,b) and T 48 a bounded "positive" operator, if will be

assumed that

o<m $00 Ax Leary fly
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AT

b> eo

if anfonly if
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TIWOS lim. =O(vi :

fl E+ ale-rv < |

+x ahr
or

Then,
<

yields a relation for Q. At this point it might be meationed thet the
convergence criterion is the seme as for Newton's method, witha = =

Hence, subject to this change in sign, the two methods converge or di-
verge together. This method also fails, then, for) = \; , @ charac~
teristic value of the homogeneous equation. Newton's method will, in
general, however, converge more rapidly.
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can be renresanted in eperator forme

( €- dT) L(x) = Cw)
defined on the interval (a,b), where E is the identity operator and
is a positive integral operator. An operator (E existe and
in the case of AK(x,8) I < 1 48 representable as an infinite eeries in
iterated integrals operating on g(x). Newton's method may be employed
to obtain (KB = in those cases where AX(x,t)h 31.

By analogy to the Newton algorithm for obtaining reciprocals
of numbers, the equation

p
vt") : pV' Cre TIP(v) 71

4e formed where the operator is such that(v)

lim piv) - (Ee \T
0

e, ignored if pio) Y, a scalar.
Then p

of commutativity may Pe)
and hence, by induction, p (v = 1,2,..-) commute with the

integral operator \T. This is quite obviously sufficient, and even
convenient but not necessary constraint on p (v = 0, L,2,e00)o
By applying the recurrence relation it is seen that v

E- prs (e-CE-AT) pO)!
Hence

Lim p". CE T)
y= 0

4f and only if
vim

|

(9)
ll
2 =o

y
A sufficient condition that this be so is that

A 4

- pris!
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tie inoquality above is not 5. 9 : Likewlge sucn a A

witha A= 2A 4
the operator has a characteristic value on the uit

necessary condi 1.82 ahat all characteristic ofth3

lie outside the unit circle in he plows rer

circle.
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case of n simultaneous i near algebraic aquaticna
wey oe resatdeé (and war so treated oFhginally

$(x;) a(x, ) + (A 2

as If Ais not a charecteristic value of the homogeneous eque-
tion, the above, for n lerge enough, may be assumed to yaeld a solution
f(x,) 4 1,2,<0 pm, which clossly approximates (x) at least at n points,
Singe a soluticn can only be obtained for a finite number of points, in
any case, when numerical methods are employed the above appears to be an
attractive way to dispose of the Fredholm equation by reducing the trans-
cendental to an algebraic problem.

The above equation represents 4 solution at Yn" distinct points
equidistantly spaced. However, it involves the most primitive quadrature
method. A linear quadrature scheme which best approximetee the integrel
is desired. One method is to approximate the functions involved ty
terpolation polynomials, and prevail upon an exact integration to give
the algebraic system. Lagrangian or orthogonal polynomials are most
commonly employed. Another method involves the use of non equidistantly
spaced points and the concept of Gaussian mechanical quadrature, Firstly
the interval (a,b) is mapped into (-1,1). The integral is approximated

(n)
H d a { 4 4 (yan)

with a
Ro The points

given re
The A (n) are weights which vary with j and each

able for ns10 and, in time, will be no doubt aveilable for larger ne

Such a quadrature yields an exect evaluation of the integral if the in-
tengrand is a polynomial of degree 2n -1 by the use of only n points.

nth Legendre pol ial and lie in Tables of the
an real, distinct, of the

avail-

fhe method may be generalized to treat any interval providing
the points and weights are chosen to depend upon that polynomial ortho=
gonal over (a,b) with respect to a unit weight function. The more,or=
thogonal functione may be used providing the proper weight functicns are
introduced, For exemple, on ( 1,1) the Tchebichef polynomials may be

used if is written as:integral
deel 4 x (w)

) -

(n) for all i and a given n, though the (n) are
Here the
not @quidigtantly space& being the n zeroes of theare identical Tchedichef
(y) Likewise use Mey be made of the Laguerre le over1

th weight function 6 Hermite polynomials over ( ) witha

2,
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Project Whirlwind
Sarvomechanisms Latoratory

Massachusetts Institute of Technology
Cambrides, Massachusettes

SUBJECT; PULSE TRANSFORMERS AND INTHRSTAGE COUPLING IN WHIRLWIND I

To: Systems Group, Storage Tube Group

From: C. A. Rowland

Date: January 31, 1950

Abatract: Pulee tranefermers are useful for coupling between pulsecircuits of a system besause they permit a saving in the num-
ber and size of the tubes required.

A one-to-one inverter transformer is useful for coupling
detween adjacent stages, and a step-down step-up arrangementis useful for coupling remote stages. Crystal diodes are use-
ful in coupling circuits for damping, isolating, and clamping
purvoses; the application of crystal diodes 1s particularly
helpful in point-to-multipoint and multipoint-to-mul tipoint
coupling. Unless fractional~microsecond pulses (order 0.1lUsec)
are at a very low impedance level, these pulses will normally
feed loade that are predominately capacitive, When relatively
large emplitudes and smell delays take precedence over pulse
shape, it ie best to replace the load resistor of the trans-
former with an inductance; the inductance is normally neces-
eary to produce overshoot on the pulse and thereby permit the
use of a crystal diode te damp out oscillations, Such circuits
have handled 0.1 sec pulses at repetition frequencies as
high as 3 megacycles without appreciable variation in pulse
amplitude as a function of repetition frequency.

There is a good possibility that the present Whirlwind
transformers designed for 0.1 sec pulses could be improved
upon; this is particularly true when the transformers drive
ep RLC load inetecd of a predominately resistive load. It is
believed that non-metallic magnetic materials (ferrites)
might prove to be better than metallic materials for cores
of transformers designed for 0.1 Hsec. pulses.

A. Introduction

Information in Whirlwind I is tranemitted in the form of unle.
lateral pulses. The polarity of 4 pulee is reversed every tine it passes
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through a vacuum-tube amplifier. If capacitive coupling is used between
stages, every other stage muet be normally on. The use of normally-on
stages is undesirable for two reasons: (1) since pulses ere present less
than half the time, the vower consumption is greater than with normally-off stages, (2) small noise pulses and pulse overshcot are amplified.
The use of inverter pulse transformers with the proper turns ratio for
interatage coupling permits all pulse amplifiers to be cut off during the
absence of pulses. This method of coupling is used extensively in WWI

allowing the use of smaller tube types and providing noise reduction
throughout the syetem.

B. The Transformer Vs the Cathode Follower

When a buffer amplifier is required to drive a low-impedance
source, there may be a question of using a cathode follower instead of
& conventional amplifier and a step-down transformer. The gain of a
cathode follower having a load resistor RB is:

R
r + (utl)R

The gain of an amplifier using a pulse trensformer with a turns ratio of
B: 1 is

MR+

N r + (uti)R Mr. + NOR, or the gain of an amplifier exceeds the gain
The gain of the amplifier exceede the gain of the cathode follower if

of a cathode follower if NW. (i:+1). A cathode follower hae a lower input
capacitance and a lower outout impedance than an amplifier so that pulses
with faster rise times may be handled; however, in most cases the desired
rise times and greater amplitudes can be attained with tuffer amplifiers
and pulse transformers.

Interstage coupling can be classed into four groups (1) point
toepoint coupling, (2) multipoint-to-point coupling, (3) point-to-multi-

pulse transformers of the required ratios and by the use of crystal
diodes for mixing and isolation purposes.

point coupli
short pulses

(4) multipoint-to-multipoint coupling. The coupling of

Mve transformers have been desi-nsd for use in Whirlwind cir-
caite. The design specifications for these transformers are included in

turns ratios of 1:1, 3:1, and 5:1 have been designed for Ool Hseo half-einethe standards booke for Project Whirlwind. Pulse transformers with
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wave pulses. A pulse transformer with a turns ratio of 5:1 has been
designed for a trapezoidal »ulse with a riae time of 0.1 microsecond
and a duration of 1/2 microsecond. A thres-winding pulee transformer
has been designed for blocking oscillators. Rerort R-12° contains
valuable information on the theory and desien of low-power pulse trans-
formers. A large portion of Volume 5 of the Radiation Lab. Series is
devoted to the theory and design of pulse transformers.

C. Point-to-Point Coupling

Point-to-point coupling may be from a pulse amplifier to an
adjacent staze or from a pulse amplifier te a remote stare. A one-to-one
inverter is used to courle adjacent stages, and a step-down step-up
arrangenent is used to couple remote stages.

1. One-to-One Inverter

The 6193-6 (Whirlwind Spec.) transformer was designed for
pulses and has a turns ratio of 1:1. This transformer

is used to reverse the polarity of pulses that are coupled from a gate
tube to a buffer amplifier or from one buffer amplifier to another in
the manner indicated in Figure 1. The 6-193-6 transformer was originally
designed to work into a resistive load of 1000 ohms; a 1000-ohm load
gives the best transient reeponse for this pulse transformer when it is
driven from a current source, Because of the oh capacitances in the
circuit it is impossible to present a resistive load to the pulse trans-
former without sacrificing a large portion of the pulse amplitude. The
circuit in Figure 1 is the most satisfactory erangement for coupling be-
tween two pulee amplifiers, assuming the pulse amplifiers are normally
cut off. The transformer works into a parallel R-L-C combination that
vehaves something like an R-L-C peaker that 1e underdamped for the first
half-cycle of oscillation and critically damped for the second half-cycle.
The leakage inductance of the transformer and the capacitances of the
transformer and the circuit combine to produce ringing on the trailing
edge of the pulse. If the value of the tail-reversing inductance L is
too large the ringing will not swing below the voltage axis and it can
not be damped out by the resistance R. If the value of L is too small,
the duration ard amplitude of the pulse are decreased. A suitable value
for L can be determined rapidly by experimental methods. The value of
the inductance L depende on the transformer, the pulse duration and the
stray capacitances of the circuit; a small value of L is required for
large shunt capacitance. The shunt capacitance C, and C, usually total
between 30 to 40 put in Whirlwind circuits; if the total" sunt capaci-
tance exclusive of the transformer capacitance is between 30 to MO wif
and the pulse duration ie near 0.l~microseconds a 50-microhenry in-
ductance is satisfactory for use with the 6-193-6 transformer. The value
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of R ig imvortant if the circuit is tc handle pulses at a high repeti-
tion rate. The value of R skould be chosen tec give critical damping.
When R is too small the circuit is overdamped, and when R is too large
the circuit is underdamped. For mort Whirlwind circuits in which a
one-to-one transformer is used, a resistance of 47O-ohms is suitable
for R. (The forward resistance of the gernamium crystal diodes is about
100-ohms,) The circuit of Figure 1 will wrk for 0.1-microseconds pulses
at a repetition rate of well over 2 megacycles without apvreciable prf
sensitivity.

Since most of the Whirlwind circuits that require a one-to-one
inverter have nearly the same shunt capacitance, it seems that it ought
to be possible to design a transformer with a lower magnetizing induc-
tance so that a tail-reversing inductance is unnecessary. If the number
of turns on the transformer are reduced, the magnetizing inductance,
leakage inductance, and transformer capacitance are reduced. Pulse
transformers with fewer turns were tried in an attempt to eliminate the
necessity for the tail-reversing inductance. However, the results were
unsatisfactory: it seems that if the mimber of turns on the transformer
was reduced so that no tail-reversing inductance was required the pulse
amplitude was less than with the 6-193-6 transformer and a tail-reversing
inductance, The reason for this is not understood, One explanation
could be the non-linearity of the magnetizing inductance of a trans-
former wound on a laminated cone. The effective permeadility of an

in the core are large and tend to prevent the magnetizing flux from
being uniformly distributed in the core.

dron core varies wit induction and time, The permeability of a core
increases as the ime for short pulses because the initial eddy currents

2. Step-Down Step-Up

In some cases one pulse amplifier is required to drive another
amplifier at a remote point. A low-impedance line is ugally necessary
in connecting remote voints to prevent excessive distortion, attenuation,
and delay of the rulses. A step-down transformer may be used to drive
the low-impedance line; if the amvlitude of the pulse on the line is
not large enough to drive the second stage, a stepaup transformer may
be useful at the receiving end. This method of interstage coupling
49 similar to using a 1:1 transformer between stages that arennot
remotely connected; a tail-reversing inductance and a damping diode
are asualily required. The 6-193-7 transformer is designed for
O.l-microsecond pulses and has a turns ratio of 3:1, this transformer ie
usefu) for step-down step-up purposes if the impedance of the transmis~
tion line is around 100-ohme. Again, when pulses with fast rise times
(0.05-microsecond) are used it is practically impossible to terminate
the JO-ohm line or the transformere with resistive loads without
ficing considerable amplitude because of the capacitance of the
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succeeding stage, As in the case of the 1:1 inverter it is usuallybest to leave the transformer as well as the transmission line unter-minated. The step-down step-up arrangement shown in Figure 2 in usefulfor coupling 0.1-microsecond pulses between two stages (7AK7, 7AD7,6Y6 etc.) connected by a length of RG 62U transmission line. ('The

the talil-reversing inductance and the damping resistor are about the
same as for the 1:1 transformer; they can be determined best and mostrapidly by experiments] methods. Since the line is untermi nated,reflections do occur; however, if the delay of the transmission lineis less than a quarter of the delay of the pulse these reflections are
damped out (becanse of losses in the transformer) before the overshootof the vulse is completed and do not cause any difficulty. If the inputcapacitance to the succeeding stage is amall a trensformer with a highturns ratio might be useful at the receiving end; however, in most casesin Whirlwind, an increase in the turns ratio of the second transformerincreases the rise and fall time of the circuit so that there is littleor no gain in the amplitude,

characteristic impedance of RG 62U line is 93 ohme. The delay of
RG 62U is approximately 1-microsecond per 1000 feet.) The sizes of

3. Effect of Transformers on Pulse Shane

Many of the circuits in the Whirlwind comruter are jesignedfor 0.l-microsecond half-sine-wave pulses. If the pulse duration is
too long, the circuits do not have sufficient time to recover for high
speed operation; if the pulse duration is too short, unnecessarily
large tubes are required to deliver the required pulse amplitudes. The
shape, amplitude, and delay of pulses is affected by the pulse trans-
former and their associzted circuits. Usually a pulse amplifier is
biased a few volts beyond cutoff to prevent small noise signals from
being amplified; since the amplifier is biased beyond cutoff the ef-
fective duration of the input pulee is decreased. If the pulse durationis to remain unchanged the plate circuitry mst act to broaden the pulse:
the leakage inductance of the transformer, the shunt capacitances in
the plete circuit, and the tail reversing inductance affect the shape
and amplitudes of the pulses out of a pulee amplifier. Because most
of the stages are biased beyond cutoff and because the circuitry affects
the shape of the pulses, output pulse shape becomes reasonably independent
of the inrut pulse shape after passing through four or five similer
pulse amplifiers. The analysis in Engineering Note E-138 indicates some
of the effects of pulse transformere on the shape and amplitude of the
pulses. In order to make any reasonably simple analysis of these pulses
circuits a number of assumptions hove to be made; the analysis in E-13&
does né& account for non-linearities in the control grid to plate transfer
characteristics, the magnetizing inductance of the transformer, or the
input impedance to the secend tube. The analysis was primarily for a
lsl inverter used in the manner indicated in Figure 1; however, the
behavior for step-down step-up arrangements is nearly the same. The
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equivalent circuit of the plate circuit was simplified as shown in
Figure 3.

Ly - leakage inductance of transformer
output capacitance of firet stage1

- input capacitance of second stage plus simnt capacitanceof the pulse transformer2

La - tail reversing inductance in parallel with magnetizing
inductance of pulce transformer

If L 46 neglected and an impulse of current is suprlied across Cyfor ep is;

(1 - costt)1
c + C8. =

21

Cy +
Cc,where LC,

It ie argued thot the effective duration of the pulse ie always
aporeicably leea that the duration of the outrut rulse so th-t the idea
of an impulse is usable. The expression indicates that L, does not
"uence the amplitude of the pulre but tht it does influence the
frequency of oscillation in the output. It also indicates that the
oscillations will not swing below the voltage axis if L, is infinite.
If the effect of L, 4e considered in the circuit of Figure 3 for an
impul sce of current, the expression for @ becomes more complex and is
rather meaningless in algebraic form. Héwever, the addition of L
results in the two superimposed of different frequencies
eo that

e, = A(cos wt - cos Bt),

From E-138 and experimental evidence 4t is known that the pulse du ra-
tion can be lengthened by increasing either the leakage inductance of
the transformer, or the shmnt capacitance across the transformer, or
doth; in any case, an increase in pulse duretion by the circuitry results
in a more triangular pulse shape and/or e decrease in pulse amplitude
and an increase in delay time through the circuit. The analysis in
E-138 indicates that the leakage inductance of the pulse transformer
affects the pulse amplitude much less than the shunt capacitance. The
leakage inductance of the traneformer is increased and the interwinding

where A, w and 8 are constants determined by the circuit parameters.
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capacitance decreased if the spacing between the windings is increased;when the shunt capacitance is decreased the amplitude of the ringingincreases and a larger tail reversing inductance may be used. Thus thepulse duration can be increased somewhat without a serious loss in am=plitude; however, the pulse shape becomes more triangular and the delayis increased. The 6-193-6 and 6-193-7 transformers in Whirlwind cir-cuits usually reeult in a decrerse in pulse width from the standardO.l-microsecond to a 0.07 to 0.08 microsecond. It is questionablewhether the transformer should be designed to provide greater pulsewidths; the amplitude of the pulse at its final destination is usuallythe deciding factor that must be considered, assuming the time delayie not too greet.
The point-to-point coupling in Whirlwind circuits is primafily

-a matter of attaining moderate Q's and high L-C ratios. Normally higherQ's for transformer can be attained by using cores of magnetic materials;
however, ae the pulee duration is decreased the effective premeabilityof a core must be sacrificed in order to keep the eddy circuit lossesat the same order of magnitude as the copper losses (ideally core losses
should equal copper losses for highest Q's). In general, pulse trans-formers have been designed to drive resistive loads; in these cases,
eddy~current losses were not so important as long as they were small in
comparison to the power dissipated in the load resistor. The leakageinductance and shunt capacitance of a transformer increase with the
number of turns: in order to attain a minimum transformer capacitance
and leekage inductance a high permeabilit core is desired to reduce
the mamber of turns required for a desired magnetizing inductance. Ex-
periments with the airecore pulse transformers in Whirlwind circuits has
giown that these. transformers are comparable in performance to the
6-193-6 and 6193-7 transformers. Although a grezter number of turns
are required for the air-core transformers so thet the leakage induc-
tance and interwinding capacitance are increased, the performance of
air-cored transformers is nearly as good as the ones with Hipersil cores
because (1) the leakage inductance does not seriously affect the pulse
amplitudes unless the grid of the succeeding stages is driven positive
(2) the shunt capacitance of air-cored transformer is not necessarily
as great as the ones with Hipersil cores (3) the core losses with Hipersil
cores are not negligible, The effective shunt capacitance of trons-
formers with Hipersil cores is affected by the winding-to-core capacitance
and. the core-to-ground capacitance as well as the intervinding capaci-
tence. If air-cored transformers work nearly as well as those with
Hipereil cores it may be possible ve design transformers with powdered

on-metallic mairon cores that work just as well, if not better. etic
materials (Ferroxcubes, Ferramics) have been ceveloped that have fective
resistivities as good as powdered iron cores and greater effective

are being producedmeabilities than powdered iron cores; these materials
in quantities by North Anerican Phillips Co. and General Ceramics &

Steatite Co. The new magnetic materials may meke possible better trans
former designs for short pulses ana relatively large capacitive loads.
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C. Multipoint-to-Point Coupling

Multipoint-to=-point coupling is similar to point-to-point
coupling; however, crystal diodes are useful to mix the signals fron
the various sources at the receiving point. The circuit of Figure 4
shows how several signals may be mixed at a common point. 'The mixing
diodes prevent a signal on one line from feeding back on to adjacent
lines, and also, these diodes prevent the arplitude of the pulse on one
line from being affected by the loading effort of the adjacent lines and
the magnetizing inductances of the adjacent transformers.

D, Point-to-Multipoint Coupling

Point-to-multjpoint coupling is accomplished by driving a
low-impedance line with a buffer amplifier and tapping the line et the
desired receiving points as 1s indicated in Figure 5. The input im
pedance of the receiving points srould be high compared to the characteris-
tic impedance of the line so that the pulse amplitude at each receiving
point is nearly the same. Generally speaking, step-up transformers can-
not be used at the receiving points because the increased load on the
transmission line results in excessive attenuation.

Since the clamping circuite at the receiving points will clam
to any pulse overshoots, it is important that the overshoot of the pulse
should be emall. The magnetizing inductance should be large to reduce
the overshoot; however, the leakage inductance and capacitances should
be small to prevent exceesive attemation and distortion of the pulse.
The turne ratio of the pulse transformer should be chosen 80 that the
amplitude of the pulee on the line ie a maximum; if the pulse amplifier
has linear characteristics, the voltage gain is a mayimm if NZ, =

where N = turns ratio of transformer

Z = lina impedance

TD
= plate resistance of tube

4n increase in turns ratio increases the resistive load that aprears
in the plate circuit while decreasing the effect of capacitance on the
line side of the transformer. If the turns ratio is too large the R-C
tine constant is increased to the point where the rise time of the cir-
cuit is excessive and possibly there is a loss in pulse amplitude; if
the turns ratio 1s too small the low impedance in the vlate circuit re-
sults in a loses of pulse amplitude. A turns ratio of 3:1 about
optimum for a transformer driving a 90-ohm load with O.l-microsecond
pulses from tudes having an outout capacitance of 10-15 micromicrofarad;
the 6193-7 transformer was designed for 0.l-microsecond pulses and has
a turns ratio of 3:1. Since the pulse amplifier driving the lines is
usually biased below cutoff, the plate circuit mst broaden the pulse
4f the pulse duration is to remain close to the etandard width; the
best method of increasing the pulse width without seriously affecting
the pulse amplitude is to increase the turns ratio of the treneformer.
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For some cases in point-to-multivoint coupling an amplifier is required
to drive a low impedance line in two directions: this is desirable on
long lines feeding several points, in order to vrevent excessive attenuation
on the line. If a 90-ohm line ia driven at its midpoint a 5:1 trzasformer
is more desirable than a 3:1 transformer. Tho 6-193-8 transformer has
a turns ratio of 5:1 and 1s designed for 0.1 microsecond pulses. The
higher turns ratio helps to compensate for the decrease in pulse width
resulting from the amplifier being biased below cut off. An increase
in the rise time of the outrut pulse makes termination problems on the
line simpler.

The 6-193-10 traneformer ie designed for trapedzoidal pulses
with a rise time of 0.l-microsecond and a duration of 0.5-microsecond;
this transformer has a 5:1 turns ratio and is designed to drive impedance
of from 50 to 90 ohms. The magnetizing inductance of this transformer
mist be large enough to preserve the flat portion of the pulse and to
prevent excessive overshoot; the leakage inductance and shunt capaci-
tance of the transformer must be small enough to vreeerve the 0.l-micro-
gecond rise time of the pulse.

If the overshoot of pulses passing through a traneformer is
emell the recovery time is necessarily large because a transformer cannot
pass a d-c component; this means that the voltage baseline will eradaliy

ft an amount equal to the d-c component of a chain of pulses at a
high repetition rate so thst the effective amplitude of the pulse is re-
duced. Since comvuter circuits mat handle pulses over a wide range of
repetition frequencies, any form of prf sensitivity is undesirable.
There are two possible methode of reducing prf sensitivity resulting
from the averaging effect of the transformer: (1) the magnetizing in-
ductance may be increased so that there is no appreciable shift in the
base line for the longest chain of pulses at the highest repetition
frequency to be used. This method of reducing prf sensitivity will
work well if the chains of pulses are not too long, and if there is guf-
ficient recovery time between the chains of pulses. (2) A diode may
be used in the manner indicated in Figure 6. The action of the diode
in this circuit is analagous to the action of the diode ina clamping
circuit for capacitively coupling unilateral pulses; the capacitor in
a clamping circuit discharges slowly during a pulse and recharges
rapidly after the pulse has ended.

In the circuit of Figure 6 current builds ur comparitively
glow in the traneformer winding while plate current flows but decays
rapidly after plate current ceases and the pulse overshoots. In other
words the time constant is L/R: R iz equal to the load plus the forward
resistance of the diode during the pulse and to the back resistance plus
the load during the pulse overshoot. The overshoot of the transformer
ie large with the diode but since the back resistance of the diode is
large compared to the line impedance this overshoot does not aovear on
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the line. The 6-193-7 transformer used in the manner indicated by Figure 6
can handle 0.l-micresecond pulses at a repetition rate as high as 3-
megacycles without appreciable prf sensitivity. The principal disad-
vantage of the circuit of Figure 6 is the loss in amplitude acroas the
forward resistance of the diode. The D359 diode has an exceptionally
low forward resistance (about 30-ohm)end a high current carrying capacity
(500 ma peak). If a transformer is used to drive a 90-ohm line and the
forward resistance of the diode is 30-ohms there is a 25% lose in ampli-
tude. If pulse amplitude is of prime importance, the voltage drop across
the diode may not be tolerable; however, if a chain of high orf pulses
are desired with very little prf sensitivity (in test equipment for
example) the circuit of Figure 6 is very useful.

E, Counling

Multipoint-to-mltivoint coupling is illustrated by Figure 7;
miltipoint-to-multipoint coupling is simlar to point-to-multipoint
coupling except that the driving amplifiors have to be isolated from
the line to prevent ercessive attenuation. Each line driver met be
capable of driving a line in two directions. The line drivers are
feolated from the line when not in use by crystal diodes used in the
manner indic: ted by Figure 5. The receiving amplifiers are coupled to
the line in the manner indicated by Figure 4,

F. Conclusion

If a coupling transformer is designed to drive a load that
dehaves nearly like a pure resistance, the design procedures in report
R-122 are directly applicable. The core material of the transformer
4a, of course, a very important factor to coneider in design. A
core material should be chosen that has the highest effective incremental
permeability for the pulses the transformer is required to pases. It
4s costly to wind transformers on stacked cores end continuously=
wound cores; for this reason Mu metal and Permalloye may not be chosen
as core materials even though these materials may have a somewhat higher
effective permeability than materials that are manufactured into two-
pien cores. In any case, better pulse transformers can be designed for
resistive loade if core materials with higher effective incremental
permeabilities become avuilable.

The design of transformers to drive capacitive loads is not

readily avvarent from rerort R-122, although the general concepts do

apply. Actually, not too much thought has been given to the design of
pulse transformers for capacitive loads. If the transformer driving a

capacitive load is required to pase & trapezoidal pulse with fidelty,
the transformer circuit will have to have a low Q, and the design of the
transformer will be very similar to the design of transformers for resis-
tive loads. Section 3.43 of R-l22 discusses & wide-band transformer
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circuit that ls useful for capacitive leads. In the point-to-point
coupling for Whirlwind circuits pulse amplitude, pulse delay, and re-
covery time take precedence over pulses shape; those counling circuits
are assentially peaking circuits so that high Q's and high L/ ratioas
are desired.

With improved magnetic materiale for high frequencies, it
seems likely that better transformers can be designed for coupling cir-
enits thet are essentially paaking circuits.

Signed:

Approved. DAT
NN, faylor

CAR; sat

Drewings: A=-35261
A=35262
35263

35264
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SUBJECT: TECHNIQUES FOR USING STANDARD AUTOMATIC SUBROUTINES

To: Mathematics Group

From: C, W, Adams

Date, February 10, 1950

Abstract; Standard automatic subroutines are programs for the evaluation
of frequently needed functions or for the performance of routine
computativnal chores. Such subroutines, which are intended
primarily for use as a part of a larger main progran, will be

kept on permanent file in the slow-speed memory of a computer
and will be inserted into high-speed memory along with any
program of which they are to ba a part. A subroutine, if it
ig to be referred to from several different parts of a main
program, must be prepared for each use by the insertion of
new addregees into some if its orders.

In the present note, various preparation techniques are di a-
cussed. Most promising is a deferred preparation, in which the
only preparatory order needed in the main program is a transfer
of control order, all of the necessary changes in the subroutine
being performed by orders in the subroutine.

In the Whirlwind computer the address of the register next after
the register containing a transfer of control is stored automa-
tically in the A register by the transfer of control (sp) order.
This register, next after the one containing the sp order, is
a prearranged location characteristic of one and only one sp order,
and as such this register and the ones following it can be used
to store any addresses which must be available to the subroutine
in making the necessary preparations. That is, the correct
return address and the addresses of registers which are to con~
tain all necessary extra addresses can all be deduced within the
subroutine with no assistance from the main program.

Introduction

The simplest computer imaginable wou14 need to have only a few

basic abilities -- in fact, the ability to (1) gense and (2) complement
Unfortunately, many repeateda selected binary digit would be sufficient .
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apolications of these basic operations would ve requirec to perform a
single complete addition since the addition of each pair of digits and
each carry would have to be ordered separately; so the program for any
sizable problem would be unwieldy at best. In designing a computer,
therefore, one builds a control and an arithmetic element of at least
enough complexity to be able to perform many of the elementary arithmetic
operations in response to single orders in the program, The number of
elementary operations so built in may influence the speed, effective
memory capacity and convenience in use of the computer, but it in no way
limits the capability of the machine. For just as addition can be pro-
grammed using only a single-digit sense-and-complement order, any of the
more complicated numerical operations can be programmed using the simpler
built-in operations.

The Whirlwind computer has built into it the ebilities ta
add, subtract, ailtiply, divide, find magnitude, and point off (find
the characteristic of the log,x for any given x), using numbers within
the prescribed range. Other Operations, such as the evaluation of

and excluded operations is drawn, as it is in all such cases, by a
compromise based on such considerations as the flexibility, convenience,
speed, economy of construction, simplicity, and ease of maintenance
desired; these considerations hinge in turn on the intended purpose of
the machine, The decision is made less difficult by the comparative
@ase with which the non-automatized operations can be synthesized from
the elementary ones and made to seem almost automatic.

v, log x, sin x, etc,, are not built in. The line between included

Purpose

The intention of this report is to combine and bring up to date
under one cover the pertinent information on the means of accomplishing
pmerammed qutomatization of the non~elementary but nonetheless common

numerical operations. In the present report, a working knowledge of
coding for tne Whirlwind computer is presupposed. The Appendix contains
@ summary guide to coding and a brief but exact description of the Whirl-
wind order code as of January 1950.

Standard Automatic Subroutines

Programs that are commonly used as part of a larger program are
called subroutines. Because the subroutines described in thie report
will de so arranged that they seem to be built in, these subroutines are

called automatic. Only one or at most a few of the many possible variants
of the subroutines for each function will be kept permanently available
(in the case of sin x, for example, different routines would be provided
at least for (1) x in revolutions, (2) x in radians, (%) x in radians

times some scale factor.) Such subroutines will then be called standard
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automatic subroutines for the eviluation of the given functiona, In this
note, techniques for preparing to use the subroutines are digcussed at
Length.

Standard automatic subroutines will be kept on vermanent file
on the slow-speed film storage of the Whirlwind computer and each will be
inserted into high-speed storage along with any program in which the parti-
cular subroutine is needed. Some indication of the necessary eubroutines
and of the addresses of the storage registers to be occupied by each sub-
routine will be given as part of each main program. That is, in writing
each program, the programmer wil:. be able to select for use in his program
any of the standard automatic subroutines end he will be able to designate
the storage registers in which each of the selected subroutines 1a to be
stored, subject only to the condition that his assignments are compatible
with the length of each subroutine eo that there are enough consecutive
storage registers available for each of the subroutines.

According to the present plans for Whirlwind I, all of the stan-
dard automatic eubroutines will have been written, converted to binary
form, and stored in geome order on one (or more if necessary) roll of film
called a library film. Each subroutine will have been written under the
Assumption that it is to be stored beginning at register #1024. All the
necessary constants, except poss.bly some universal constants like 1/2,
will be included ae a vart of the subroutine, stored in regiaters immediately
following the last order of the subroutine. The purpose of writing each
subroutine starting at register 3024 is to permit easy discrimination by
the computer between those orders whose address sections refer to other
parte of the subroutine and those orders whose addresses are irrelevant
or refer to something elee (such as a number of shifts, an address of an
external device, or an address some universal constant, all of which
would normally be less than 1024.

The actual insertion a program into the computer will probably
be done with the aid of three preliminary routines, all of which will
preeumably be stored at the beginning of the library film and will be put
into the high-speed storage of the computer by means of the ri operation.
The main program to be verformed will have been typed out in some normal
fashion on an automatic typewriter which at the eame time prepares a
perforated tape. (Flexowriter equipment will be used for this purpose. )
Bach character (i.e., each of the 50 keye and controle on the typewriter)
has a six-digit binary representation on the tape and this binary-coded
information can be translated in the computer to the proper binary form
and stored in the proper registers by means of a suitable conversion
program. The typewritten form of each new program will also have, probably
at the end, some indication of the subroutines needed and the addresses
assigned to each. 'fhe conversion routine, the first of the three preliminary
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routines, will then turn this information properly translated ? over ta
the econd preliminary routine, a library selection reutina, which will
select the desired subroutines from the library film, The third auboutine
(the adaptation routine) will take each subroutine and change the addresses
AB necessary to adapt the subroutine to its assigned place in storage.

A library of subroutines is actually being built up, starting
with the common function evaluations, most of which have already been

prepared in preliminary form and 'published (cf. E-170, C~70, C~?7 for.

These preliminary routines will be discussed in a subsequent note.

x
@ and log x, sin x and cos x, and respectively). A note which will
contain refised and "final" forms of these and other subroutines is also
forthcoming.

Classification of Subroutines

Standard automatic subroutines can be classified according to
the amount of information which must be exchanged between the subroutine
and the main progrem each time the subroutine is used. Obviously, every
subroutine must be supplied with the proper return address -- the storage
address of the next order in the main program to which control is to be
returned at the completion of the subroutine. Aside from the return
addrees, many subroutines such as those for the evaluation of x, log x,

a", sin x, etc., need only to be given the value of x and need only to

supply the value of the desired function. Since the quantity x and the
resulting function df x will in most cases occupy only a aingle register
each, the simplest procedure, apparently, is for the main program to put
the quantity x into the Accumulator (AC) just before transferring control
to the subroutine and for the subroutine to put the resulting function of
x into AC just before returning control to the main program. Thus in this
case no storage address, other than the return address, needs to be exchanged.
Subroutines of this type, requiring the exchange of no addresses, will be

said to be zero-address subroutines.

Some subroutines require the exchange of some number other than
the quantity x and the result. For example, the quantity x or its result
may be double-length -- i.e., require two registers to accommodate it
because of its magnitude or its precision or both. (Frequently, however,
a two-register regult such as a number and a scale factor will be obtained
from a zero-address subroutine since the result can easily be atored with
the number in AC and the scale factor in some predetermined register, chosen

once and for all.) Or, as another example, a subroutine intended to shift
the contents of AC and BR left without roundoff must be supplied with the
number of shifts to be performed, In such cases it is necessary for the

main program tq eupply an address, over and above the return address, to
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the subroutine -- that address being either the address at which some
necessary quantity will be found or at which some result is to be stored,
Subroutines of this type, requiring that one address be exchanged, will be
called one-address subroutines.

Similarly, other subroutines require the exchange of two, three
ovr more orders. Thus, finding a quotient plus a remainder requires two
addresses, one at which the divisor is stored and one at which the remain-
der is to be stored, with the dividend being put into AC and the quotient
appearing in AC. 'The double-length arithmetic operations (addition, sub-
traction, multiplication, division) generally require three addresses, one
for each of two onerands and one for the result, since the three quantities
involved are each double-lenzth and cannot be stored in AC. In the case
of double-lenzth numbers, three pairs of addresses, six in all, are actually
required, but it is assumed that the two halves of a double length number
are stored in consecutive registers so that the second address of a pair
can always be deduced from the first address and is not therefore a separate
piece of information. As before, the number of addresses, exclusive of the
return address, characterize the subroutine so that the quotient~and-remain-
der program is two-address while the double length aperations are three-
address subroutines.

Automatization of Zero-Address Subroutines

Fundamentally a subroutine is a set of orders which is used in
several different parts of a main program but which is only to be put in
one place in storage. The problem of automatizing the subroutine is just
the problem of how to permit the subroutine to be effectively inserted
into the main program by unconditional transfers of control from the main
program to the subroutine and back again. By definition, the zero~-address
subroutines require the exchange of no address except the return address..

Suppose, for example, that the programmer has requested that a
gubdroutine for the calculation of the square root of a number be stored
starting in register 938. Suppose further that, at the completion of the
main program order stored in regiater 619, the quantity x ie in AC and that
the square root of x is wanted. Then the order stored in register 620

subroutine. At the end of the square root subroutine is another ep order,
which in thie case should be ep 621, to return control to the proper point
in the main program. This address 621, the return address, mist be supplied
from somewhere. It obviously cannot be simply written in once and for all,
for the subroutine will probably be referred to from several different
places in the main program and the return address will differ in each case.

might be ep 933 which would transfer control to the start of the equare root
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One way to supply ths return address would be to store the
return address, which is known in each cage, in scme predeterminsd gi ster,
Then in the dain program, before the sp938 order, one could clear
add that address and transfer it, using the td operation, to the register
containing the sp order at the end of the subroutine, This procedure
requires at least two extra orders and cne extra register of constant storage
for each place ir which the subroutine ig to be inserted into the progran.
In addition it presupposes anticipation by the programmer who must be sure
that the ca and td sequence is inserted in the main program before the

control is transferred to the subroutine,
quantity x is formed in AC, it being assumed that x is to be in AC when

Reg. Content

606) ce 833 anticipated
main 607) td 964 preparation
program

620) ep 93h transfer ot control

constants < 833) ri 623 stored constant
(operation ri ia used because its

e coded representation is 00000)

938) af
965, desi red

subroutine
asubroutines

return of control
965)
964) ap

ANTICIPATED PREPARATION FOR
& ZERO-ADDRESS SUBROUTINE
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This anticipated preparation of the return address is possible
in almost any computer. But in Whirlwind I, the addition of one simple
feature to tne ap operation end the addition of one new operation, te,
nes removed the need fer the clumsy procedure just described. The tvaction
of these two orders is as follows:

spx - Transfer control unconditionally to register x. Assuming
that the sp x order is stored in register y, store the
quantity ytl (which is obtained from the program counter
before control is transferred) in the last 11 digit posi-
tions of AR.

ta x - Transfer the last 11 digite from AR to the last 11 digit
positions of register x, leaving the first 5 digite
unchanged.

Thus in the example of the previous parazraph, the return address 621 would
be stored in AR, without affecting the contents of AC, by the sp 938 order
which was stored in register 620. 'Then the first order in the subroutine
would be a ta order which would transfer the return address to the last
order, the ap order, at the end of the subroutine. The intervening orders
of the subroutine would determine the square root of the number in AC and
leave the result in AC, In this way the red tape involved in using the
gero-address eubroutines is reduced to practically nothing, The square
root of the number is found by simply inserting the order sp 935 into the
program whenever the square root of the contents of AC is wanted, Using
the zero-address subroutines requires no more thought or effort than
using a single operation built into the computer.

Reg. Content
> no anticipation necessary

main 620) ap 9364 transfer of control
progran

constants 1 conetant needed

o
2

938) ta 9654 deferred preparation
939) sf 966

dasired
subroutines <

6 subroutine
return of control965)

966)

DEFERRED PREPARATION FOR
A ZERO~-ADDRESS SUBROUTINE ;
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Automatization of One-Address Subroutines

4 one-address subroutine can be automatized in much the asme
way 86 a zero-address subroutine. The only difference is, of course,
that some storage address in addition to the return address must be made
available to the subroutine from the main program. Consider, for example,
the subroutine for shifting left without rounding off. It is assumed that
the number to be shifted ig in AC and BR when control ie transferred to the
subroutine and that the shifted result is to be left in AC and BR at the
end of the subroutine.

The subroutine itself could be

Reg. Content

718) te 751 4 store content of AC
719) 91 15
720} te 752
Tel) ca 751 shift and store the

store content of BR

original content of AC722) el n
723) ts 751

ehift content of724) ca 152

726) ad 751 > add in shifted content of AC
725) mb /53+nj
727) sp -- > return of control

751)
752) _-_

753)

753n)2

767) 2?

n-15

EXAMPLE; A SUB-ROUTINE TO SHIFT
LEFT WITHOUT ROUNDOFF

Actually, such a subroutine would be valid only for n in the
renge 0 n € 14 and consequently the standard automatic subroutine might
well be slightly more complicated and more general. The subroutine just
given is, however, satisfactory as an example of various preparation
techniques.
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fhe most obvious technique is anticivated preparation of the
extra address, using deferred prenaration of the return address. In the
example given, the number of shifts, n, must be inserted in the al a
order in register 722 and the address 753+n must be inserted in the
mh 753tn order in register 725. Note that although two different addresses
are needed, one may readily be deduced from the other and consequently the
subroutine is classed as a one-address subroutine, The return address
must be inserted in register 727, but this can be handled as in the zero=
address technique. The result is

Reg. Content

program < 225) ad 728 of the extra address (es)
226) td

725)

2 ) ca 690
main seh) td 722 anticipated nrevaration

240) ep Ny transfer of control

constants < 690) rin 3 stored constant address

717) «ta 727 deferred prevaration of return address
718) te 751

720) ts 752
719) 91 15

721) ca 752 desired shift-left subroutinesubroutines < 722) sl
723) tes 752
724) ca 752
725) mh
726) ad 751
727) ep --

% return of control
728) ri 753 constant address needed to prepare

addrese for the mh order

ANTICIPATED PREPARATION OF
A ONE-ADDRUSS SUBROUTINE
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A second technique is tie use of a deferred preparation of the
extra address as well ag of the return eddrees, This can be acconplished
by storing the extra address in some prearranged lecation so that tha
preparation orders can be put into the subroutine, thereby obviating the
duplication of the preparation orders in the main program. It is not
satisfactory to simply decide that the address should be stored in some
one register, such as in 690 as it was in the example; for since the
address will presumably be different each time the subroutine is ueed,
the main program would still be required to transfer the address to some
given location such as 690. (Although in the case at hand, 1n which the
quantity n ia needed in two different orders, some economy of orders could
indeed be made by letting the main program put only the first address into
the subroutine and letting orders in the subroutine form the second address
from the first. )

In the deferred preparation technique to be described, the extra
address is stored in a location so chosen that each reference to the gub-
routine from the main program designates uniquely ite own prearranged
location. Thus far in thie discussion, the return address has been the
address of the register next after the register which contains the trans-
fer of control (the sp order). However, thie register, next after the
one containing the sp order, is a prearranged location characteristic of
one and only one transfer of control point, and as such this register could
be used to store the necessary extra address. The correct return address
would then de the address of the register second after the transfer of
control point.

Reg. Content

2, 00 anticipation necessary

a dummy order

main 240) sp 717 transfer of control
program rin the necessary addrees, stored in

e

constants € B constants needed, except those Atrectiy
gociated with the subroutine

717) te 723 + preparation for deferred preparation
of extra addresses

718) ta 733.. vartial deferred prenaration of the
~ return address

719) te 751 |

722) a 733 completion of deferred preparation
of the return address

723) ca --
724) td 728 deferred preparation of the extra
725) ad 734 address (es)

720) #1 15 storing the contents of AC and BR
of the shift-left subroutine)gubroutines < 721) tes 752

726) td 732

(continued on next page)
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fio ue
subroutines (40) co 752 Lefs subvoatinag

L3é, Ah 754
753) ep -- return of coatrol

t L } 4 ?

Loon im aoea) +
Ah )

meeri 753% constant auapess preBadpATE
address for the mh order

DEYSRRED PREPARATION OF
A ONE--ADDRESS SUBROUTINE

Automati zation of Several-Addregs Subroutines

The generalization to several addresses of the prenaratory tech~
niques juat described for one~address subroutines ia almost triviel and
Little need be gaid. The anticivated prevaration works in exactly the
aame fashion except that more then one address must be stored. in constant
storage and must then be traneferred by ordery in the main program tc the
subroutine. 'he deferred preparation is likewise almost unchanged, the
several addresses are gimoly stored as dummy orders in congecutive regis-
ters immediately following the sp order in the main nrograr, and the
return address is simply the address of the register next after all of
the several dummy orders.

History of the Discontinued "automatic Subprogram" Operatione

One of the most important set of three-address subroutines for
a conmouter with comparatively short register length is the double-length
overation subroutines. Some time ago (cf M-111, pps 8-10, datcd
October 6, 1947) it was proposed that a set of five special operations be
incorporated into the design of the Whirlwind comnuter primarily to facili-
tate work with double~length numbers. The first of these opereions,;
designated by as, would (1) transfer the contents of AC bodily into BE and

(2) transfer the as order itself into AC. 'Three cf the operations werei » ar, wouldlogically identical; these onerations, designated by ax;

return address from the program counter to register 2047, and (3) trensfer
control unconditionally to some preselected -~ t.e., wired in--- storage
address, three different addresses being selected, one by ax, one by ay,
one by az. A fifth overation, logically almost equivalent to the present
ta operation but designated by ro, vermitted the contents of AR to be read

(1) transfer the ax (or ay or az) order itself into AR, (2 transfer the

into Ac,
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The intended func' on these operations ig best 1

by an example. Supoose a double-length addition subroutine is ta
vsed and that the auyend is stored in registers 618 and 519, tae aciand
in registers 712 and 713, and the sun is to be stored in registexs
and 833. 'Then the preparatory orders would be

te

as 618
as fl2
ax &32

The firet order would put the address 618 into AC: the second order would
shift the address 618 into BR and put the address 712 into AC; the third
order would put the address $32 into AR, would transfer control to a
preselected position (x), and would store the return address in register.
2047. Then the subroutine for double~lenyth addition, stored beginning
in register x, would proceed to unstack the various addresses stored in
AC, AR and BR and eupoly them where needed in the subroutine, would deduce
from the given addresses the second address of each pair (e.g., 619 = 618 4 1),
would transfer the return address from register 2047 to the return of
control (sp order) at the end of the subroutine, and would then perforn
the double~length addition.

The so-called "antomatic subprogram" operations were eliminated
from the Whirlwind I order code (cf. E-235, May 6, 1949). The reason
for mentioning them here is threefold. First, these operations were
referred to in a number of notes on programming techniques written in
1948 and it seeme advisable to take cognizance of them for the benefit
of anyone who has already or may yet encounter references to them in
the literature of Project Whirlwind. Second, these operations point out
at least one way in which special operations can be built into the machine
to facilitate particular apnlications. Third, the method used is funda~
mentally a good one and provides a standard for comparison with other
techniques. The reason that the automatic subprogram operations were

dropped was simply that their value did not justify their existence when

compared to the possible value of other special built-in operations.
It should be noticed that there would be almost no gain, in fact less
than none in some cases, in using the automatic subprogram operations
in preparing for zero- or one-address subroutines because (1) only three
locations (x, y and zg) and consequently only three different subroutines
can be used and (2) the use of the arithmetic element in storing addresses
is obviated by the fact that in many casee the numbers themselves can
be stored in AC even more effectively than their addresses.
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fhere are several criterta by MOA a Secbuiese

up in the form of four gve:tionn.
shoule te ovaluatea nost dnoortent of thaseThe

(1) Te the technique easy to learn and to ase?
(2) Does the Lechnique reduce cofing and 1 Pe : pe, 4 tine?
03) Does the technique reduce the gtorave canacity nsedid to

solve the vroblem?
(4) Does the technique reduce the commuting time needed to

solve the problem?
In evaluating the three methods discussed in thie renort, one might pre--
pare a table of comments on their relative merits. Of courge, the use
of epecial orders is not a technique of any practical importance in the
Whirlwind or any other computer at-present, since the orders do not oxiat,
but it is well to keep the possibility in mind It should also be noted
that deferred preparation of a return address is only possible in a com~
puter such as Whirlwind having the appropriate orders (sp and ta) in its
code, But deferred preparation of extra addresses is possible in any
digital computer, even if the order code requires use of anticipated
preparation of the return address, for once the return address is avail~
able to the subroutine, the addresses of registers containing the extra
addresses ara algo available.

MVALUATION OF PREPAL . 'ON TECHNIQUES
criterion anticipated deferred uge of special "automatic

preparation preparation subprogram t orders
ease in learn- quite easy to requires special requires some apecial
ing and apply- learn since no knowledge, but knowledge, but once learned
ing special tech~ once learned is is vrobably the easiest to

easy to use uss.nique of coding Lacks generality since
is needed, cum- it cannot be applied to
bersome in use many subroutines.

reduction in wasteful and most efficient for double~quite efficient
coding and man- cumbersome since only the length numbers, since the
ual preparation essential addreas of commonly used sub-
time addresses need routines does not need ty be
reduction in be inserted specified by the main prograt.
required stor- (including the but has no advantage over

address of theage capacity deferred prevaration in many
desired sub- applications
routine)

reduction in usea two orders uses one order uses two orders to prepare
the required to prepare the to prepare the the return address, which is
computing time return addrees, return address, poor; uses two, plus (to get

an address out of BR), ordersactually, use which is poor; which is goad;
of subroutines uses two orders uses four orders to prepare each distinct extrs
necessarily to prepare sach to prepare each addreee, which is fair.

distinct extra distinct extra.increases com-
puting time address, which addresa, which
compared to da good. ig poor.
not using sub-
rout ines at all)
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Conclusions

The deferred. prenaration technique will be uged in
wiih all standard antomatic subroutines for Whirlwind I. By this moshod,
only one order is necded to bring about the evaluation of a common func-
tion, and only one extra register is needed for each extra address which
is to be supplied.

Use of the various preparation techniques is shown in the
following example, where the program is not an example of efficient
coding but merely iliustrates the thoughtless, brute force way in which
resulte can be obtained.

Required to evaluate (e*sin y - sin x) 28

where it ie known that O> x> -1O>y>-l
2 > e*sin y - sin x> 2

Suppo se the following subroutines are available;

@ Evaluation of e* for -la x € 0, firat order stored in register A

Evaluation of sin x for -l< x <1, first order stored in register B

Double-length subtraction, firat order stored in register C

+

A subroutine to take a double-length number, shift it left n times
and put it back in the same pair of registers, first order stored
in regiater D

Other registers are assigned as follows:

register X contains x

register Y contains y

regieters Tl, Te, etc. are consecutive registers available for
temporary storage

The program then ia (asterisks indicate use of a standard subroutine)

ca X x* ep A find and store @

ts Tl
ca Y

* ep B i;
find sin y
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mh Tl

tg Te
ca

* sp A find and store e"
te T3

% sp B
mh T3

3 2 form and store 30-digit product e gin x
te TY

* ap C subtract the second product from the first
ri Tl address of minuend
ri T3 address of subtranend
ri T2 address of difference

* ap D shift the result left 8 times
Pi & number of shifts requiredri T1 address of operand

5product @
ta 1
sl 15

form and store x

ca X find sin x

Thue it is seen that such operations as the evaluation of
or sin x and subtracting or shifting double-length numbers can be pro-
grammed almost as easily ae if they were built in to the computer, using
deferred preparation of standard automatic subroutines.

Signed A
CW, Adams

Approved _

R, R. Everett
CWA/1fu/aec

Attached: A Short Guide to Coding.

a
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i. Preliminary Casingof Unite and Switch Sees
The cabinet ia installed in Reck 20-13 in hea Test Control.

A 36-conductor cable connects the various indicetor lewp cireuite to tke gas
tube relay register on the resay panel to accomplish data transfer from WH
to the Taps Outpt Fquipaemt. A 33-conductor cable connects the relay panel
with the Remote Control Unit which is iccatec on a tabse in the Test Controd
Room eiong with the tepe units,

The reader, printer, punch, and Remote Control Unit are cabled in
accordance with attached print A-36835; cabling is rejatively aimpie and

fool-proof, sinca receptacles with corresponding letter and unit designas
tions are merely connected with cables provided.

The various switches conteined in the reecer, printer, and punch
enable the units to be used interchangeably any of the tape preparation,
tape checking, and WWi input syetene without wiring changes. In order to
operete these units as WWE Tape Outrpat Equipment, switches mst be set as
foilOWS 0

A. Printer:
1. Keer "On-Off" awitch at the left side of the printer keyboard

in the "off® position until system is ready to be used.
2, Throw "Insert" switch toward the rear of the machine.
3., Always keep ae sheet of paper in machine to frotect piaten

fvom direct contact with type ber

B. Readers

1, Set "On-Off" switch (above cable receptacles) to "OFF".
2, Set "Marginal Check = Normal " switch to NORMAL",
3, Set "Normal Stop - Read Complementa® switch to "READ COMPLEMENTS".

4. Set *Normal = Ciutch Control Jumped awitch to "NORMAL".

5, Pleos slotted metal shim under tape hold-down Glamp ao that
sprocket teeth clear enda of siot. Be sure tape hold-down
elamp ig properly secured.

G. Punehs

2. Set right-hand switch to "NORMAL® 4f reproduction of feedout
holes is not desired.

3. Set "Marginal Check - Normal" switch to "NORMAL".

1, Set "On-Off" switch to FON",

Preferably, system power should be turned on by means of the
on-off switch at tha left side of the printer, otherwise the printer key~
poard ia deprived of the mechanical dnterlock which prevents the keys from

being accidently depressed while the system ie not inuse. If this happens»
a number of type bars may fly up in a tangle and jam the machine when the
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powcr fs turned om at the punch.

Finaliy,. oregs the "@ear" yash button on the Remcte Gontroal,
Penel, and then presa the "Stert" button on the printer. The formar clears
the gas tube register of any random "ones" which may have resulted from
previous operetions, and the letter makes the tape units and printer
operative, es described in Section Vi, pege 8. The system mey then be
manueliy stoprea at any time by pressing the "stop" mtton oa the printer,
To smut down the tape output equipment, operate the power "on-off" switch
on the printer.

The rotary control switch (S-1) on the reley panel mat be-set to
correspond to the desired type of WWI data output, as shown in the tabulation
®DIGIT CONNECTIONS TO SWITCH® on Dag. R=-35927=2. Table I shows the connections
obteined for each of the eight switch positione:

TABLE I
Switch
Position e of WW. te Output to Gas Tube Re

A Accumletor (digits 10 through 15) and Progrem Register (digit 9)

Flip-Flop Storege Register #2 (digits 9 through 15)

D Progrem Counter (digits 8 through 14)

F Acoumlator (digits 2 through 8)

G Accumlator (digits 9 through 15)

B Flip-Flop Storage Register#2 (digits 10 through 15) and Program
Register (digit 9)

E Control] Switch (digits 0 through 4) and Accumiletor (digits
t ano 1)

II. "Words Only" Mode of ation

A deteiled analysis of Tape Output Equipment operation ia aecom-
plished with the aid of speciai timing clagrame developea ty the writer snd
introcuceo here for the first time, The timing diagrams not only show the

but flow paths (cause anc effect) as well, To aid in an understanding of those
olegrens, a short jist of symbols ana their interpretaticns are uhown et the
bettom of each sheet. Entries in the Left hand column inciude a2 rasay coils,
relay contacts, cam driven contacts, enc tape unit ezectro-mechenicai componenta,
whether or not they are utilized in a perticuler moce of operation.

timing of every relay, contact, ana electromechenical component 'n the systen,

In the "Words Only* tape outrut moce, the printer records a char-
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@iagram at 0 me.
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The "Print" pulse, stretched to approximately 4 misroseconds by the biocking
oscillator cirmit of Vi, fires "Print" thyratron V-2 end euergives "Print" relay

299 volts to -30 wolts, As K a closes in, 7a" contact K=1-13 closes at 9 ms, seats
in Kol via Ape contact K-2-1, and conveniently shorts out and de-ionizee the
"Print" thyratron at the sama time, Ag *a" aontact eloses, plate voltage
now appiied to the reiay register fires only those ges tubes with positive control
grids, and energizes the corresponding rerister relays, (K-12 for exampie, which
in turn cioses "4" cortasts K-12-5 and K-i2-7 at 20 ma), Giosing of reraining
"a" contact K enargizes the reader clutch magnet, and after a 32-ms clutch
mechaniam delay, the reader cem shaft begins its rotstion at 4 ms.

Closing of the "D-C Common" contect in the reader at 48 ms energizes the
"translater" reieys and punch selector mgnets through regisier reley *a" contects
on the Reader Recdout and Punch Readout buses respectively, and aizo energizes "DG
Common" relay closed, trans-
dator relay K-100 is energized through "a" contac. x on the Reader Reujout Bus,
ang punch selector magnet K-202 is energized through "a" sontect K-12-7, The tape
punch now perforns an cutomatie 74-ms éisctromechanicai of rotating the

astuaring the selected punch wechanisma to punch the cesired holes,
de-energizing the clutch magnet, and advancing the tepe for the next cycle.

maintain piate voltage on the reiay register wh@n "a" contact subsequently
opens.

At 60 ms, az of the reader "A-C Common" contact energizes the desired
printer solenoid through "a" and "b" eontacts on the translatcr relay benk, and

the printer than types the corresponding character.

energizes the reader clutch magnet. Closing of "2" gontect at 68 ms issues
no "Completion" signal at this premature time because "b" contact K-2-8 is abil
open, Likewise, closing of the reader Feedout contact at 95 ma and its opening
at 118 me hes no effect, since this contact is not used for the "Words Only" mode.

At 105 ms, opening of ths "A-C Common" contact de-energizes the printer sclenoid,
and at 106 ms, orening of the "D-C Common" dontact de-energizes the transietor relays
iK..102}, the punch selector magneta (K-202), and "D-G Common" relay @

st 137 ms, opening of "a" contect K=2-5 now removes plate voltage from the relay

sipnal cirevit whereupon closing of "b" contact K-i2-2 in the relay register at 147

4

ghee d "Sic al! Y +

Ki, At 6 ma, 23 fromcontact K-i=2 transfers the "Completion Signal"

At 55 ms, contact K-2-. opens and breaks the seal-in circuit of fa" contact
de-energizing Frint" relay 1. At 57 ma "eat eontact K-2-5 cioseg to

closing

At 6 ma, as mentioned above, a t contact opens, (relay register slate
voltage is etill maintained by fat contact and "a" contact Kel 6 de=

rept ater de-energizing K-12), closing of
tt
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me places «90 vots on the "Cowple don® sienal line tc termine). 12 end impresses a

positive pulse on the control grid of a «bei puise generator (ref, Leawing
Re:33486) whose output is a O.l-mleresscond "Compietion® paisa, This :
Wil to clear the svorage register, read into it the next: word, ard send & 0.3
svcond "Print" pusse to the Tape Output Equipment to start the next gye.e.

IkZ. Relay Counter Fresetting Feature for "Word-Compiement" Modeof Operation

Operation of individual tape units is identical to that of the "Words Oniy"
mode, but in addition a scaie-of-two reiay counter is needed to permit the printer to
type a character corresponding to the perticuier é-digit "Word" in the gas tube relay
register during punching of the word in paper tape, and then to keep the printer in-
operative during the next cycie while the compiement is being runched.

In employing a reiay counter, it is possibie to have the counter in the wrong
position at the start of a train of data heceuse of some previous usage, an unexpected
switching transient, or some manipulation of tape equipment, so thet it is necessary
to arrange for some method of presetting this counter immediateiy before recording
"Word-Complement" data, Accordingly, at ieast one six-"zero" "Blenk" signal (meaning-
less to the printer) mst be provided by WW1 as the "Blank Preset" signal, Since more

than one "Blank" signel may be needed for other WWI functions, the relay counter has
been arranged so that it remains in the position preset by the first "Blank" signe.

+

regardless of the number of simiiar "Blank" signals foilowing.

Since operation of the tape units is essentially the same in ail modes, a pe

tion of timing relations in the reiay counter wi. be considered sufficient for the
"Word=Complement" mode. For thie mode, switch S6 ig set to "Words and Compiements".

Referring now to the "Blank" Signal Preset timing diagram (drawing D-37301), all
four counter relays (K-4 through Ke7y and "Blenk Preset" relay K-8 are initiaisy un-

energized, As before, the preset cycie ig initiated by a WI "Print" signai which
fires "Print" thyratron V-2, and exergizes "Print" relay K-l at t = 0 ms. Closing
in of Kei energizes "D-C Common" relay K-2 ena reader ciutch magnet K-107, and de-
jonizes "Print" thyratron V-2. Again wuring the reader mechanical cycle, "D-C Common"

eontact S-102 closes at 42 ms and energizes "L-C Common" relay K-2, which de-energizes
"Print" reuay K-2 and the reader ciutch magnet. Note that in this mode, there is no

meeningfui data yet present in the reiay register because an "Blank Preset"
stored in the Wil output register has kept aii seven control grids of the gas tube

register (V-3 through V-9) biased to -35 voite, end therefore appiication of plate
vo.tege to the gas tube register et 50 ms fails to energize any of the register relays
(K-1) through K-16). Hence no signal gets througa transiator resays and selector
magnets to actuate the tape punch or printer.

Leparture from a reguiar mode of operation now occurs st 88 ms when ciosing of
reacer "Feedout" contect S-i0l energizes "Switeh" relay K-4 of the relay counter

contact K-4-3 closes snd energizes "Count" reiay K-5 through *b" contact and

tie relay then seals in through "a" contact K-5-9.,
through switch S6-2 which was set in the "Nord-Compiement positicn. At 92 ms,

Reopening of "Feedout" contact S-102 at 110 ms de-energizes "Switch" reiay K-d,

sealed in through its own contact. However, closing of "ht contact K-4-1 enerrizesning "a® contact 4°3 This now has no effect on "Count" reisy K-5 since it is

interlock Pulse reiey K-7 through "a contact K- and the preset cycie is complet-
ed with the closing of "bh" contact Ke2= and issuance of e Completion signal. The

equipment is now reédy to yunch and print the nex meaningful cherecter from WWI wrich
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be a word, funeh the folowing complement only, and then repeat the en longas aea contimes to furnish words end compisments, Relay action for th' oparationwiii be briefly discussed under Section , page 7 .

Iv. fect of Multiple "Blenk Preset" Signais on Reiay Counter Setting
Consider now thet a second "Biank Preset" signei is furnished by Wi] instead of

a "Word", as shown on timing diagram D-37301, Releya K-i, K-2, end the reader perform
the same functions as before, with the exception that "a" contect K=5-6 ig now closed
at 185 me and 115 voits is applied to "Blank or Preset" reisy As the reader
eyeie continues, "Feedout" cam contact S-iCl closes at 220 ms and energizes "Switch"
resay K-4 as before, except that "b" contact K-4-i opening at 222 ms now de-energizes
"Interiock Pulse" relay

At this point it is important to note that the purpose of "Interiock Pulse"
relay K-7 is to deprive "Count Interlock" reiay K-6 of any voitage before "Blank or
Preset" relay can drop out. This is just about eccompiished, but because of the
fast drop-out time of K-8, an occesional lems puise aoes tickie "Count Interiock"
relay K-6 at 231 ms. At no time has this criticai timing point given rise to orera-
tional errors either in extensive tests reouired for this report or during normal
operetion wth WWI, since merginal variation of volteges oniy contributes to a faster
drop-cut of "Interlock Pulse" relay K-7 end complete disappearance of this very short
puise, The pulse wou d have to be of at least 5 ms duration before a drop-out of
"Count" relay K-5 and the resuitant tripping of the relay counter to the opposite
state would be effected.

To contime with the remainder of this second "Blank" signai cycie, opening of
reader "Feedout" cam contact S-10i at 242 ms de-energizes "Switch" relay K-4,, closing
th" contact at 248 ms and restoring aii relays of the counter to their original
preset positions as established by the first "Blank or Preset" signai. Reclosing of
"bh" contact K=2-8 at 264 ms ("D-C Common" resay K-2 having been previously de-energized
at 232 ms by opening of the reader "D-C Common" contact) then initiates the "Comple-
tion" gignel to WW1, signifying thet the Tape Output Equipment has compieted a cycle
and is awaiting another "Blank" signal or a "Word".

VV. "Word-Comriement" Mode of Operation

Referring now to timing diagrem D-37303, which is a continuation of L-37301 in
regards to the elapsed time scele, relay and tape unit timing in this mode is identicei
to that of the "Words Only" mode describea in Section I], paged , a8 far as 492 ma,
except that now the relay counter is now rert of the system by reason of the switch
settings on the Remote Controi unit. Tepe punch and printer cycies ere initiated in
the normai menner at 446 and 457 ms.

At 492 ms, closing of "Feedout" cam contact S-101 now is permitted to energ) ze

being.closed because "Blank" signals needed to energize "Biank or Preset" reiey K-8"Count Interiock" reiay K-6 via %e" eontact K-7-9 and "b" contact K-8-7, the iatter

are now absent.

As 6 result, "bh" contact Ke6 pens at 497 ms, unseals enc de-energizes "Count"
K-%. Meanwhile "Count Interiock" relay K-6 seals in at 499 ma through "a goneresay

tact to keep reiay K-5 isoleted from energizing voltage fresent whiie eone

tact K-4-3 is closed, "Interiock Puise" relay K-7, which had dropped out at 494 MS»
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and "a" contact X-5-3 which opencd at 507 ms (aa described 4n Section 11) now prevent
"bh? contact Ke del from de-energizing ny Pusse® relay K-7 et S20 ma. ALL relays
in the counter ars de-energized, the counter is now in the "Compierent" position, and

Upon receipt of s "Compietion" signel, WWI punces the "Compiement" in the ges tube
register and issues another "Print" signal at 543 ins, The resulting reiay end tepe

open and the printer receives no 135-vout A-C signal through the Transietor Releys
(K-102 for exemple), hence no character is typed. The tere punch selector magnets are

"Complement",

"Interlock Pulse" relay K-7, the relay counter once again attains the "Word" position,
the cycle is compieted at 690 ms, end the system jz ready for the next "Word".

VI, Tape Unit "Start-Stop," Punched Tape Feedout, and Lelay Control Reley Functions

A. "Stert-Stop"

Pressing of the "Start" button (S-109 on the reader or S-30] on the printer) is
necessary in readying the tape output ecuipnent for operation with Wil after turning

ard then closes en "a" contect which energizes Clutch Control reiay K-108, A "b*

eontact of K-10° first compietes the circuit to the "buck" coii of this seme relay,
then an "a" contact in the elutch magnet circuit cioses, and finally K-109 seals in

At this point (with the "Stert" button still held down) both K-108 and K-109 are

hence the necessity of pressing the "Start" button after turning on the power.

B. Punched-Tape Feedout

In the tape punch, punched tape mst travel from the perforating mechanism a

aZstance of three or four inches to the point at which it emerges from the teer-o:'f
guide, so that after completing an output tape, the "Feecout" button on the tape

punch is pressed to feed out about six inches of blienk tape, after which the tape can

be torn off, Obviously, of the *Feedout" button is not used, three or four inches of

@ata bearing tape will be ieft inside the tere punch when the tepe is torn off.

Engineering Reta F-402 Pope &

the cycie is compieted in the usual menner.

egein the seme as before, except that Tet contect K-5-6 is nowunit operations are

energized at 593 ma in accordance with relay register *" contacta to punch the

The closing of reeder "Feedout" cam contact at 639 ma energizes "Switch"
relay K-4, and the closing of contact K-4-3 at 643 ms energizes "Count" relay K-6
via "b" contact K-6=2 and the latter seals in at 650 ms through contact K=5-9,.
Reclosing of "b" contact after "Feadout" cam contact S-101 opens energizes

orn the power, on the delay control circuits are as follows: pressingIts effect of
the "Start" button first opens "b" contect to disconnect the reeder clutch megnet

eontact on this opens the reader ciutch magnet circuit et second point, and

then an "a" contact energizes the pickup coil of Lelay Control relay K-i09. Ne"

through a second contact and a 4,000-ohm resistor R-i06.

K-108 and the other is the "Hh" contact on the "Stert" switch.cuosed, and there are atiil two breaks in the reeder clutch magnet circuit: one is
the "d* contact on

Control relay K-108 which in turn cioses the contact in the reader ciutch megnetRelease of the "Start" tutton first opens the a wv contect and de-energizes Clutch

Finally, closing of the "Start" button "b" contact completes the circuit to
the ciutch magnet. Only then can eontact K-1-6 of the "Print" relay energize the

magnet, trip the clutch end atert the cam contact mechanism of the tape reader,
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A possibility now arises where someone might prece the "Feadout" betton ascuningthet the computer hae finished reading out data, and spoil the tape. To avoid thig
eordition, the "Feedcut™ tutton ia rendered electrically inoperative eee means of the

Control, WWI Input" switeh when the ietter 1a in the ™ Ock CONTROL, WWI
INIUT" position. The "Clear" pushbutton on the Remote Control box js likewise renderedineffective by the same switch, since it is also possible to spoji the preparetion of
an output tape by inadvertently pressing the "Clear" rushbutton.

D. day Control Rejay Function

The printer mst frequently execute tabular movements of the. carriage, carriagereturns, shifts for capitais or symbols, end other functicns which would cause it tofail behind control signals from the tape reader, so that obviously some kind of delaymust be provided to make the reader pause while the printer compietes a function, Thisis accompiished by contects in the printer which first de-energize the reader clutch
tact in the clutch magnet circuit. The reader cem shaft rotetes to the point at
to trip the ciutch until the printer completes its function.

magnet and then energize "Clutch Control" reiay Kel08 which in turn opens a "b" cone

which the ciutch automatically disengeges and stopa, The ciutch magnet is not able

Energizing of "Ciutch Control" reiey K-108 maintains voltage on the pickup coil
of "Lelay Controi" relay K-109 during the delay period when a=e is fiowing through
one of the printer machine function solenoids that actuate the keyboard, This current
flow creetes a voltage drop across the buck coil rectifier SR-iCO and jie rectified
output causes "Lelay Control" relay K-109 to drop out and open the reader clutch
magnet circuit, By this time K-i08 has had time to close and meintain the open cire
cuit.

Completion of a machine function closes the delay contacts, de-energizes "Clutch
Control" relay K-108 which then energizes Delay Control relay K-109. An "a" ecntect
on K-109 then completes the clutch magnet circuit, whereupon the clutch is tripped
and the reader starts out on the next cycle.

VII. Speeial Circuit, Provisions
In preliminsry operational tests on the breadboard version of the tare cutrut -

equipment, considerable difficulty srose from excessive transients put out on both the
ace and power lines with amplitudes in the order of 100 volts or more and of fre-
quencies in the megacycle region, fiiters provided in the printer for the gentri-
fugaliy-controlled governor motor were insufficient for WWI standerds so additional
filtering consisting of L=8 and C-39 was provided in the 115=volt A-C power line at
the point of entry into the relay cabinet,

In turning on the power to the tapa output equipment, the possibility of orig-
inating a spurious "Compietion" signai is eiiminated by means of an R-C network cna-
sisting of R-67, R-68, and C-26 connected in the +90 and -3C voit iines immediateiy
after the single-stage L-C filters, Condenser C-26 iimig the rate of rise of voitage
on the "Compietion® signal iine to approximately 2.4% 1 voits per second, which is
sufficiently iow enough so that the pulse generator sees no more than approximately
0.8 voit at the instant the 90 volta ie turned on, and cen therefore produce no 0,1-
microsecond "Completion" signal to interfere with other WWI operations, Note that
this R-C network may be rendered ineffective if power to the Tare Output Equipment is
turned on and off by means of the lever switch on the rack power controi unit, since
it is entirely rossibie that the «90 may appear before the -30, in which case e spurious
"Completion" signal would result.
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Large ampultude reiey switching tranalents are siiminated from the -150 zine dy
means of a twoestage filter contsining 1-4, L-5, and C=29 through C-31, Any
ing transient effects are less than WWI specifications of 1.5 volts perc sib e maxe
ima,

VIII. Power Recuirements, Recommended Fuse Ratings. and Circuit Conditions for Mar-
gine Operation

The following tabuietion shows the maximum a-c and dee current inguts to the
Tape Output Equipment during the various indicated modes of operation at rated nominal
voltage, the fuse capacities required, and voitages resuiting in marginal oreration.

TABLE I
Recommended Minimm

E2-8 0.2 0.3 1/2 (Note 2)

Supply Terminal Mex, Mijliamps. 3AG Fuse Sizea, Voitage for
Voits No. One-Hole §ix-Hole Marginal Operation

=30 E2-6 0.1 0.2 1/2 (Note 3)1

(Note 4)15 E2-4 15 15 1/2

90 0.1 0.2 1/2 e40B2-3

21 i150 E2-7 140

415 AC (2.3 emperes) 3 (Note 1) 95

Note i. Littelfuse "Sio-Ble* Cet. No. 313003, 250 vouts or ecuivelent; ali others
Cat. No. 312500 (1/2 amp.) or Cet. No. 312001 (2 amp.) or equivalent.

Note 2. Margin expressed in terms of minimum voltage on terminals El-1 through E1-3
These voltages range from +170necessary to fire relay register ges tubes.

to #187 voits.
Note 3. Equipment operates setisfactoriily with almost negiigibie bias at this point,

but disconnecting lead stops operetion instantly.

Note 4. Reader shaft stops at ~20 volts; ell relay register gas tubes fire at 3 volts.

IX. Summary

The Tape Outrut System hes operated dependabay over 6 yerjod of several nonthe,
except for usuad Gifficuities gneountered in the tere units, such as a) stailing and

scorching of ariving motors in tere punch and reader beceuse of incorrect fusing end
b) bad arcing and burhing ofinsufficient iubrication reaching the shaft besrings,

reader "D-C Common" cem contact, c) staiiing or jamming of carriage return mechaniam

in printer, or d) printer governor-motor inoperative because of faulty governor contacts.

The possibility of Tape Output System faisure as 8 resuit of sticking of relay
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TO 1I5V. AC POWER

33- CONDUCTOR CABLE
TO RELAY PANEL IN

RACK TC-I3

PRINTER

a REMOTE CONTROL UNIT .

:666
ABC spc 0

:

:

:
: :

:

:
4

:

PUNCH :
:

:
:

a : :

:

READER : :

8

:

TAPE'OUTPUT SYSTEM CABLING BETWEEN READER:
PRINTER, PUNCH, AND REMOTE CONTROL UNIT.

:
:

:

A- 36835



WOTE 1. SYMBOL (CE) SIGNIFIED INSTANT AT WHICH "COMPLETION® PULSE symeotion:

D-37301
+

"PRAT TuTRaTRON CONDUCTS

a-1-8"e
t

t

"ec common" art ay a-e com

K-2-$ "a" COMTACT (RELAY REGISTER PLATE voLTaea)

SMAFT ROTATION (CLUTCH TRIPPED)

PRELER Pim ComTacT_

1

*a

CONTACT (PRINTER SOLENCIO

K-9-7 "6° CONTACT (N-6 INTERRUPTION).
t

K-4-3 "a" ~

K-4@-1 "0°
t

+t.

+

"INTEALOCK PULSE°RELAY K-? Cot.

WORD PRINTED (TYPE STRIKES PAPER)

LOWER CLUTCH MAGNET CONTACT
UPPER CLUTCH MAGNET CONTAGT _

"COMPLETION" SIGNAL TO wwi (+ POLARITY} (Rove

a

HORIZONTAL LINE SIGMIFIES OURATION OF +90 ENERGIZED, OR AN "G" OR °b* CONTACT CLOSED,

VOLTAGE ON THIS CIRCUIT (TERMINA

>

wade Thee

j
2



a

4

K t 6 CONTACT{EMERGIZES CLUTCH MAGNET) + 7

« 2°c" CONTACT ("COMPLETION

SHAFT ROTATION 0CLUTCR Teipeaem _ wie 4 - t

ac common CoRTACcT ~e Te
+

4

t 4

Tt
8 2 "b" CONTACT

t

4

SHAFT ROTATION (CLUTCH TRIPPED) -

4 t t
a +

ELAPSED Time, MILLISECONDS _

SsEcone word

f NOTE . SYMBOL SYMBOLISM:
COMPLETE INDICATION OF RELAY CONTACT

Y VOR ZONTAL LINE SIGMIFIES DURATION OF +0 ENERGIZED OR AN "co" OR "hb" CONTACT CLOSED.

30V SING PRSENT AT ALL OTHER TIMES
Concerns mn 6345

PERFORATES PAPER TAPE.

~- 4.0
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R-35927-3
Ti

R6
$7.193-11

INT

PRINT SIGNAL
INPUT BLOCKINGTRIGGER 220n

TUBE OSCILLATORJl 0-357
5 3c2 vi

4 6 c3

3
2

t2cs! 4700 PRINT
'a3 7

J2 0-357 MFO MMFO
4000N ,8wRI R4 R5 c4

RIO6800 ,2w Q25 MFD
47000 10,000 10,0000 wiw iw MFD 20 To

..7
re cs

0.01 4a70on 0.01 v2
8

MFD Iw MFO 202!R7
470N 220nw PRINT RELAY 32 PRINT SIGNALGAS TUBE 34 3309001 NE-SIPRINT SIGNAL

33
5

10
19

2
2 10000.8w3. 9. 3 14,18, COMMON R22

u €7-9
RIT 300n RELAY 4002 ,ew ET-4

To 18

2

12 cioINTERLOCK
12 PUNCH

RELAY
K7 PULSE RELAY POWER K3FEEDOUT SIGNAL10002,8W

{ R18
7 tov AC

1A,18,2C 3302.2W cs300n 2.0 MFO 3c 7
AC RELAY Ul5

RELAY il BLANK SIGNAL 20 20AY to
BLANK OR1A,1B 26 10

12 21REL AY +
RIS PRESET300Q rte

SWITCH
RELAY

R12
10 3000 R20 c9 22 222.0 MFDCOUNT 2

INTERLOCK
RELAY 12 MEG NE-5!

4 ADER" READ OUT B 2
21 COMPLETION SIGNAL

TURRET LUG NUMBERS REGISTER v3ON PATCH PANELFFO RELAY GAS 202! 20 20
2
3 TUBES (7) 6FIO

nae o R47THESE CONNECTIONS MADE AT
15FIt LIKE NUMBERED TURRET LUGS R23 R39 REGISTER 19 40,8 68001, 2W . 0.25 MFD

cis
4

FI2 ON PATCH PANEL RELAYSFI3 R24 2a,8 10
FI4 2

34 0.12 MEG
PRO 9 F
FFIS E4-2

12 4
2. 3

aco
v4

-2 25
202!€5-5

20E3-6 20

c20 1

R25 9 R40 RSI a R50
40000. aw 6800N, Ow€3 19 0.25 MFONOTES

R26Aci LE! THRU ES ARE !2 TERMINAL ci2 102

2.Cll THRU Ci7 ARE 0.00! MFO.
V/aw I

JONES STRIPS 142 -l2Y 34 RS2 z3
.12 MEG NE-5{

13 3
ac3

3R39 THRU R45 ARE OL
c

5
4.R23, R25, R27, R29, R3l, R33

& R35 ARE 5 MEG, '/2W E4-7 202! 7 4
v5

3

§.R24 R26, R28 R30, R32,R34
@ R36 ARE 1.2 MEG., IW.

ACT 5-4
3-5 fl 20

R27 tO Rat
Acs

ase Rss



P8,P9
2-33 PIN FEMALE CAR. RET.SOCKETS (Bac)

SHIFT
2

BACK SPACE
33

a
4

PRINTERUNET

C-36424
n PINS

B&° 2
TABULATION

w $306
SHIFT

2

$30228
STOP REAOR301

400n> SWITCH
$305

83002 TABULATION

MACHINE FUNCTION CONTACTS
PRINTER Fa. se-l 30 6 OFF

+ PRINTER ON 291 1 29 $300
PRINTER OFF

33 BACK SPACE
$304

33
$30!

s5-1 START REAO
TAPE INPUT

B INSERT $303 $307
NORMAL SWITCH25

7

$5-3
1

CARRIAGE RETURN

tt TAPE INPUT
ON CABLE WIRED DIRECTLY
2-33 PIN MALE PLUGS (Bac)

WWI INPUT PRINTER7
27 2

$5-2
RI034 9ATAPE INPUT 23 25,0000

22WI INPUT MACHINE FUNCTION RN
25 25 g MACHINE FUNCTION CONTACTS

$6-! 32 32 A CLUTCH CONTROL
JUMPED ORMAL jPRINT EVERY UNE

27 27 (READER MUST BE MODIFIED FOR THIS CONNECTION) 3108 sio9 RIO6

A
PRINT ALT. LINES 10 10 STOP START 4000n

$6-2
cio2CLUTCH & R105PRINT EVERY

PRINT ALT. LINES MAGNET 0.25 MFO
24l 24 2 460N

t

FIO3
3A2

30 3

SUPPLY
ON 7POWER

26 28 MOTOR
Bi00 FEEDOUT 0.C.COMMON ac common

CLUTCH
CONTROL

R107
CONTACT CONTACT CONTACT | !

170% 240° 24°- 200° RELAY

BUCK
STOP 456$6-3 85

+
PRINT EVERY
PRINT ALT. LINES 6 3

PINS
29

RIO}



Ac?
meee

ACI
Mie

tf

12
R28 2

7

146 -90.12 MEG3-12
4

w14

7
6v6 4

i a

E4 E4-6 TET 2021
4

2
E5-3 OK. t 20

76 20
c22

acia R29 ou Ra2./ \5 as? R 56

ACIS
TF"

102 arse N Ii
t/2w ihe)34 o42 wee 1§

cso
cst
Ccs2
cs3
cs4

E7-G

EG-5

ARE CONNECTED TOGETHER.

SEE ALSO B-50306 FOR
AUXILIARY CIRCUITS

MALE SOCKET

4

C26

= c39

TO ALL

Pla Lo

FILAMENTS

STANDARD MFD
P2 P3 AC. MALE PLUG 600V

33 PIN

DIGIT CONNECTIONS TO SWITCH
ROTARY SWITCH POSITIONS

TAPE A c D E F
HOLE 6

FF2 FF2ACO PC8 CSO AC2 ACS 3-3

2 ACI! FF2 FF2 AC3 ACIO
tt tf

3 ACI2 FF2 FF2
12 12 Pciolcs ACG ACI
FF2 FF24 ACIS 13 13 [PCI CS3/ACS ale E3-10
FF2 FF2

5 ACI4
14 14

6 ACIS FF2 FF2 PCI3 ACO AC 7 ACI45 5
FF2

7 PRS PRS g ACI ACB ACIS

O St-2 7

PCI2 V7
2021

PCi4
E4-5

55

5-2 6!
20 R60 R59LIN 20

4000n aw 6a00n, 2w 0.25 MFOR3I t (2 R43 5
19

R32 162
0.12 MES « NE-5I 1634

E5
r/2w

16
7

12 6 6

v8
20212 6

4000n ow 6800N,2W 0,25 MFO
20 ACS rez c24

CLEAR
3 6
4

R33 13 R44 95 PUNCH OFF

PUNCH

34

10

9, 4

nee NOT?
12 MEG,I/2W NE- 26 26

7 2

2
E4~3

READ OUT BUS "PUNCH"

+7
20 20

o! 202 R66 R6S c2s
R67E4-9 6

E3-7 R35 14 R45 5
t MFO ]

1 MEGR36 2 CONTROL
E1-9

roF 13 30 3%

E2 El-2
TO KI-13 E4-10

:
i7 €7-8 17

5
tmH, 600ma

PUNCH OFF

F ww tNPuT
+ 90V

E3-8
4

3
tmH.600ma

RELAY neo PUNCH |

4 PUNCH OF F
S7-2L3 24,78 Kg

D 23 2
30V

{mH 600ma 300n 20
6 PUNCH

L4 L5
je7-3

PUNCH OFF
C33 c34 0.01tmH. 600 moa

c35 C36 C37 C38
0.01

100MA,IZ0V

7
L6 0.01 MFD MFO MFD MFO

{mH ,600ma
150v 0.01

2e PUNCH

1.OMFD MFD MFO MFO
8

C27
L8

€6-9 MFO9

10
0.0) MFD

600V 600V GOOV SOOV 600V 600V 24 0.62mH

GROUND

0.3594

NOTE :

FEMALE SOCKET
ALL BALLOONS WITH SAME LETTER ENCLOSED

33 PIN

E7~2 2

REM

:

1



CONTACTS
Pins

2

+

NULLIFY-1,2,3
4,586 «I

aac ap AB

22
RI04 READER4000

3
D-35750

4 -4 a

5 S A

6 6

FEELER PINS

Tt sioé

PS,P6,P7 3-33 PIN
220N> zronSison

NO TAPE

3 33 PIN MALE SOCKETS
FEMALE SOCKETS (a,8ac) cio4 ctoe cioa

ow o

{a.B Bc) ON READER
ctoé CIOS FEEOOUT HOLES MUST BE INSERTED

50 MFO 25 MFD 12 MFD 2 MFO

ETAL SHIM WITH SLOT FOR

DURING WW! INPUT MODE OF OPERATION.

+

4- ~ PUNCH OPERATION

PI3 Pi2 Pu PIO PIS

3oon
K205

2t

LEGEND

3 3

A.C.

K203 306A
UNSWITCHEO

A.C.

4 4

AG SWITCHED

PUNCH02

5 5
~o.CD-35749

6
SR~

K206

=a K207
300n

90V

77
POWER

c

470N D4TON 24700 S47on 4700
204

C202 c203 c208

a70A
SUPPLY

1.0 mFO J9
$203

10
$206

CLOSE TO

13782 1200
MFD 5,000N

8
FEEDOUT NOLES

LOWER CLUTCH
| MAGNET T

F202 !
$202 o*-252°

x 7
FEEOOUT

3a

+ }

S204

AWG. WIRE ON

SUPPLY + +4

POWER cLuren
UPPER CLUTCH

200 TURNS oF #20

MAGNET
MAGNET CAM

480n '-o-, CONTacr
336°- 20°

30 mH COIL FORN SOCKET F200
SA

motor}
8200

THIS RELAY ALSO
2i

R202 3000

23
INCAPACITATES THE

2

cf?
STOP HOLE" SWITCH $207

NBT ACHUSETTS INSTITUTE OF TECHNOL

2

STANDARD A.C.

FEMALE RECEPTACLES
CONNECTOR

COOPERATION

ps" 1-24 PIN

CiRcuiT SCHEMATIC, TAPE OUTPUT UNIT: a

AOTE CONTROL
1-24 WIRE MALE SOCKET

R- 35912-11-80
ha

FEMALE SOCKET ON READER

KCM
a oa




